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1, INTRODUCTION
This final Technical Report on Phase II covers work performed by
TRW Systems Group under Contract NAS 5-9178, "Study and Analysis of
Satellite Power Systems Configurations for Maximum Utilization of
Power. i ' The report covers the period 12 September 1966 through
20 September 1968.
This study program consists of two tasks. Task I relates to the
computerization of the Electrical Power System, Optimization Method
(EPSOM) developed during Phase I of this contract. The following sub-
tasks describe the scope of work.
Subtask 1.	 Analyze and translate the algebraic and
mathematical equations related to EPSOM
which were derived during Phase I of this
contract.
Subtask 2.	 Categorize and define the type of input data
and its boundary conditions.
Subtask 3.	 Define required output data and readout
parameters for each design optimization
program.
Subtask 4. Prepare output data formats and application
constraints.
Subtask 5, Generate computer logic block diagrams.
Subtask 6, Prepare detailed computer logic flow diagrams.
Subtask 7. Translate flow diagrams into FORTRAN IV and
check out the program.
Subtask 8. Prepare input data computer cards for each of
the three sample missions analyzed in Phase I
Subtask 9. Execute 7094 computer runs for each of the
three missions.
Subtask 10. Check computer results and compare with
previous manual calculations performed during
Phase I.
Task II consists of the following aubtasks which. describe the study
of Self-Regulating and Protecting (SRAP) Power Systems for use in
!-i
FrJ
"IIj
unmanned, earth-orbiting satellites powered by solar array and battery-
type energy souwces.
Subtask 1.
	
Analyze and categorize the failure modes of
satellite power system equipment.
Subtask 2.
	 Define "failure" for each type or category of
equipment.
Subtask 3. Analyze the interaction and results of power
system equipment failures.
Subtask 4. Study the various types of power system equip-
ment and determine the response time and
urgency or corrective action necessary for
survival of each equipment category.
Subtask 5. Study methods to detect equipment failure and
deter-mine the preferred techniques.
Subtask 6. Analyze methods for prevonting incorrect
failure identification and postulate fail-safe
type designs.
Subtask 7. Synthesize automatic corrective action
sequences and establish preferred priorities
between the use of these automatic sequences
and ground command.
Subtask 8. Analyze nonpower system equipment failures
which directly affe ct the power SyStem integ,
rity and their interaction with SRAP type
power system designs.
Subtask 9. Assess the reliabilities associated with SRAP
power system designs and determine the
penalties incurred for incorporating SRAP
circuits into power systems.
Subtask M Evaluate and compare the advantages and dis-
advantages of the SRAP to non-SRAP power
systems.
11V
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2. SUMMARY
..
,
2. 1
 BACKGROUND
i. i	 Task lQ
The Phase t study of this contract as reported in TRW document
0489 8- 600 i-RO- 00 and NASA document CR,- 89 8 developed an analytical
method for evaluating electric power system designs.
	 The method was
identified as EPSOM (Electric Power System Optimization Method),
EPSOM is a technique for directly comparing two or more power system
designs on the basis of system efficiency as the optimization criterion.
The other tradeoff parameters considered are weight, equipment power
level;, and switching frequencies.
	 wring the development of EPSOM,
optimization guidelines, state-of-the-art parametric data, and the basic
steps for evaluating power system efficiency and weight were generated.
The ultimate purpose was to evaluate and analyze solar-array battery
power system configurations used in unmanned earth orbiting satellites to
ilentify those which would maximize the economical and reliable use of
power,
	 This technique was reduced to mathematical equations which were
used to evaluate the power system designs for three model missions
1
selected by NASA/GSF'C. 	 At the end of Phase I, the results were
recognized as a highly desirable tool for power system evaluation and
comparison.	 It wa's further recognized that the mechanics of EPSOM
were ideally suited for computerization.	 This resulted in this Phase II
program, covering the implementation of EPSOM on the 7094 computer. is
7
The same three missions from Phase I were chosen as test examples for
evaluation and comparison by the computer program.
2. t. 2	 Task IT
The second task, Self-Regulating and Protecting (SRA.P) power
systems, covered by Phase It is indirectly related to EPSOM.
The succesrj in developing EPSOM led to the consideration- of also
improving the reliability of satellite power systems.	 The concept of
SRAP-was the proposed means for improving power system reliability`
rE	 which was not state-of-the-art practice. 	 The SRAP concept can be
a	 ...	 .. yT	 .>	 aw..-
d.
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characterized as an auxiliary onboard system which instruments those
power system equipments having the higher failure probabilities. This
auxiliary system would react to prevent the failure or minimize the effect
of the failure on the mission.
2. 2 SUMMARY OF RESULTS
2. 2. 1 Task I
The EPSOM computer program was fully implemented, and the
three mission analyses demonstrated the program capabilities.
Correlation of the computer results with those from Phase I was within
the expected tolerances, i t e., I i percent for the system efficiency.
The computerization of EPSOM resulted in a new and significant
capability. This is the configuration synthesis subroutine. Heretofore,
power system configur ation p have been designed by system engineers.
During the computer implementation of the EPSOM efficiency equation,
the concept of synthesizing configurations by computer evolved, At first,
the complexity resulting from the, large number of equipment combinations
suggested an impractical size computer program. Encouragement from
.he NASA/CSFC and the advantages to be gained from computer synthesis
led to a 'successful configuration synthesis technique. This technique is
reported in detail .n Section 3. 4. The requirements for the same three
missions were again used to evaluate the computer synthesis. The
results were considered successful, although several modifications to
the program became apparent which could improve the flexibility and
usefulness of the program. The suggested modifications are reported in
Section 3. 8. S.
This program has been demonstrated to 'be useful to satellite power
system design engineers in three ways. First, a large variety of con-..	 g	 g	 Y	 g	 Y
figurations which meet the requirements for a new satellite program can
be machine synthesized. Important parameters such as efficiency and
weight for each configuration are readily available for tradeoff evaluation.
Second, several of the better configuration candidates from the synthesis"
i	 run can be put in 'manually and parametric changes made to the operating
v
-conditions to resolve the choice of optimum configuration and its design
parameters. Third, an existing rower system -design can be investigated
2_2
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using this program to determine those areaa in which limited design
changes can result in improved performance.
The continued use of this program will require designers to compile
and update the Library of equipment parametric: data, since the accuracy
of the data directly affects the computer results. Once proficiency is
gained in using the program, its relative accuracy and tradeoff capabilities
can be used for general study analyses such as regulated versus
unregulated systems, ac versus do distribution, and high versus low volt-
age distribution. Finally, this type of analysis program permits the
power system designer to obte in analytical evaluations of his concepts,
instead of depending only on experience and intuition,,
2. 2. 2 Task II
The Self-Regulating and Protecting (SRAP) portion of Phase II pro-
vided a broad spectrum of failure modes analyses. These started at the
component level and progressed up through the circuit and equipment
levels to the power system. The composite results identified a minimum
of three and a maximum of five parameters required for positive failure
detection at the equipment level. The next step was the investigation of
detectors suitable for monitoring these parameters. Detectors which
were state-of-the-art hardware proved to be undesirable because of
weight, volume, power consumption, or reliability penalties. Further
investigation into R&D detector development revealed the possible use of
infrared (IR) detectors in a mosaic matrix or scanning system. A true
evaluation of this approach will require additional time and funding to
explore this specific application of thermal graph techniques. The
required effort was beyond the scope of this study.
r
All detection methods studied required a significant (a millisecond
or more) reaction time. The detection of a potential failure, and then a
positive corrective action to prevent the failure from occurring, requires
a considerably faster response. Even for the case where a single failed
part (redundant configurations) could be permitted, fast response is
essential to preventing a chain reaction resulting in multiple failures. It
- was concluded that some form of time delay protection would be. needed
2-3
in order to apply the SRAP concept to power systems. It is recommended
that further investigation of these type devices be initiated. This is in
addition to pursuing improved failure detectors. These 'investigations
should result in a, program for developing fast reaction protective devices
which can provide the necessary reaction time for proper failure identifi-
cation and the initiation of remedial actions. The results of such a pro,-
grara would then provide the means for implementing self-regulating and
protecting power systems possessing a significant increase in reliability.
(3 ^
3. COMPUTERIZATION OF EPSOM
3. 1 GENERAL
The computerization of EPSOM consists of the following basic steps
for processing the input data and performing the analysis:
a) Select the source bus voltage.
b) Organize the load power requirements and sort them
into the seven possible load groups.
c) Apply the 18 sets of transfer functions to each load
and establish the Single Output Element Binary
Matrix.
d) Syntl^esize power system function configurations.
e) Perform the Comparative Analysis Optimization and
Battery Sizing.
The fundamental structure of EPSOM developed during Phase I
(TRW 04898-6001-RO-00) is the power system efficiency equation
(Equation 1) used in the Comparative Analysis Optimization. The first
three steps above prepare for the configuration synthesis by relating the
power requirements to equipment design capabilities so that the optimi-
zation criterion is enhanced and the mission objectives and constraints
can be met.
;^	 J
P	 TicPoutH
IPA ( m a	 m A.9i )	
'Id	 il
The configuration synthesis step was designed to generate power system
functional block diagrams which approach optimum efficiency, The
Comparative Analysis Optimization step is used to quantitatively evaluate
each configuration by selecting the correct equipment parametric data and
oubstituting in the efficiency equation, The data selected for use in the
equal on are determined by the specific system configuration, switching
frequency,, output power requirements, and the type of equipment used to
3-1
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Iimplement the configuration. Once the total load requirements at the
energy source bus have been determined, the battery sizing subroutine
calculates the Ali rating, weight, and number of series cells required to
satisfy this load, bus voltage, and the mission constraints. The sets of
output data derived by evaluating several candidate configurations permit
the design engineer to compare the numerical results and choose the best
system configuration.
Because a computer has an extremely large memory capacity and
operates only in simple, logic increments, the five steps of EPSOM are
executed differently than when performed manually during Phase 1. The
following subsections describe the computer programming implementation
of these steps. Figure i provides an. overall view of the program and the
interrelationships of input-output data, subroutines, snd the five basic
steps.
3.2 SELECTION OF BUS VOLTAGE
Selection of a load requirement voltage as the source bus voltage
can often improve the system efficiency by eliminating the need for power
conditioning functions. To accomplish this, the candidate load voltages
must be evaluated according to a set of preselected guidelines. The
intent of the guidelines is to assure that power conditioning equipment is
not required and that the best candidate is selected for mra.xinium. system
efficiency. The program logic provides for a sorting routine and a set
of comparisons which implement the bus voltage selection. If a suitable
candidate cannot be found amoung the load requirements, an arbitrary
voltage of 50 vdc is specified.
Because the energy sources are do output devices, such as the solar
array and battery, the list of do load voltages is scanned to determine the
possible candidates. The user can specify by restriction flag assignment
(Section II-C of Appendix A) any load voltage which should not be used as
the bus voltage. This permits the observance of mission constraints or
special operating conditions required for some equipments, e. g. , equip-
ment :isolation. Additional conditions established during the Phase I
study for qualification as a bus voltage candidate include the following:
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lb) Must be 50 vdc or less
C) Must be greater than a minimum voltage determined
by the size of the total output power. A linear function
sets the minimum voltage to bf., equal to 7 percent of
total output power when conditions (a) and (b) are met.
The 7 percent approximates the data developed during
Phase I.i
d) The load power requirement for that voltage must be
equal to, or greater than, 5 percent of the total load
requirements.
If no candidates are found, 50 vdc is selected with ,a C-configuration,
(Section 3. 4. 1) i. e. no power conditioning. When there are one or more
candidates, the one selected is that which has the highest output power
and is the first to meet one of the following conditions when they are
checked in the sequence listed:
a) Load requirement percent voltage regulation and ripple
are greater than that specified for the energy sources.
(C- configuration). This condition does not require a
regulator or filter.
b) Load requirement percent voltage regulation is greater
than specified for the energy sources, and the difference
between load requirement ripple and energy source
ripple is equal to, or less than, that determined by
condition (c). This condition does not require a regu-
lator and needs the least filtering.
c) Load requirement percent ripple is greater than
specified for the energy sources, and the difference
between load requirement voltage regulation and energy
source regulation is less than the difference determined
for other candidates. Also, the difference must be less
than that determined by conditions (b) or (d). This
condition does not require a filter and requires the
least amount of regulation.
d
E	 1
fi
d) Load requirement percent voltage regulation and ripple
are less than that specified for the energy sources.
The candidate having the highest Load power and the
smallest combined differences in voltage regulation
and ripple when compared to the energy sources is
_selected. This condition requires both regulation and
filtering but requires the least amount of both.
Note: The configuration specified for any candidate selected
under conditions (b), (c), or (d) is D-configuration
(Section 3.4. ) ( i.,gks requires a line regulator),
; z	 {
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The selected unregulated bus voltage (G- configuration) acquires the percent
voltage regulation and ripple specified for the energy sources. When the
selected voltage requires a line regulator (D-configuration), the percent
voltage regulation and ripple at the output of the regulator is determined by
the regulator transfer function used in the synthesis subroutine. The
selected bus voltage and its characteristics are used in other subroutines;
e. g. , the number of series battery cells are a function of the bus voltage.
r
3. 3 POWER REQUIREMENTS ORGANIZATION
The electrical power requirements specified for a satellite are
normally divided into two types, ac and dc. The parameters commonly
specified for do outputs are nominal voltage, percent voltage regulation,
percent ripple, amount of power required for each voltage, duty cycle for
this power, output impedance required from the power source, and any
special conditions. The ac power requirements are normally specified by
the nominal voltage, percent voltage regulation, frequency, percent fre-
quency regulation, ,;Power for each of the voltages, number of phases,
power factor, duty cycle, required output impedance, and any special
conditions required. The special conditions are accommodated in the
computer program by using restriction flags. The coding used for these
restriction flags is explained in Appendix A. The special conditions are
translated by the user into one of the following three types:
• Loads which should be kept together
• Loads which should be isolated from all other loads
Two or more loads which should be kept together as a
group and the group isolated from all other loads
The load requirements are organized into one or more of seven data lists.
The order of the seven lists and their content were designed to accommo-
date the synthesis subroutine and cause it to select the higher efficiency
configurations while observing all load and mission constraints. The
following seven data lists are accessed by the Configuration Synthesis
subroutine in the order listed. Within each list, the subgroups are ordered
on one or more parameters. Thus, each subgroup has a parameter com-
monality within itself, and each group a uniqueness -within the list. Each
power system load require,`mznt can appear once, and only once, in this
•
Data List i - This array contains all ac and do load
requirements having voltages greater than 200 volts and
possessing a restriction flag numbered 10 to 29. AI-3o
included are load requirements with voltages less than,
or equal to, 200 volts but which have a, restriction flag
exactly numbered like one of the requirements already
contained an this list. This array is first ordered on
I	 restriction flag number, then each like subgroup is
ordered on frequency magnitude (dc voltages last), and
each like subgroup of frequency As ordered on phase.
Data List 2 - This array -contains only ac load require -
ments with voltages less than, or equal. to, 200 Molts
and possessing; a, restriction flag numbered 10 to 29.
This array is first ordered on restriction flag numl;,er,
then each like eubgroup is ordered on frequcricy magni-
tude, and each like subgroup of frequency is ordered on
phase.
Data List 3 - This array contains only do load require-
ments 'with, voltages equal to, or less than, 200 volts and
possessing a, restriction fla- numbered 10 to 29. This
array is firi^t ordered on restriction flag number,, then
each like subgroup is ordered on power magnitude.
Data List 9; - This as ray contains only ac load require-
ments with voltages greater than 200 volts and having no
restriction flag. This array is first ordered on frequency
magnitude, and then each like subgroup is ordered on
phase.
Data List 5 Thia array contains only ac Toad require-
ments with volt^,tges less than, or equal toy, 200 volts
and having no :restriction flag. This array ii first
ordered on frequency magnitude, and then each like sub-
group is ordered on phase.
Data Lift 6 - This array contains only do load require-
ments
	voltages :greater than 200 volts and having no
restriction flag. This array is ordered on power magni-
tude.
Data List 7 - This array conti,'%ins only do load require-
ments with voltages less thazi, or equal to, 200 volts and
having no restriction flag. This array is ordered on a
composite index determined by the position of each
specific load requirement in three different sublists.
These sublists were ordered as follows:
Sublist i - Descending Voltage Magnitude
Sublist 2 Descending -Power Magnitude
^J
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;rSublist 3 - Descending Product of Power and Voltage
Magnitudes.
The order of the composite index list was determined by
ascertaining
 
sthe position of each load requirement in each
of the	 .e ublists. The sum of these position indices
for each load requirement formed the basis Sor establish-
	
±'
ing the relative order in the composite index: list.
3.4 CONFIGURATION SYNTHESIS
3 4. i General
The next step is the computer generated configuration synthesis.
Vhis subroutine generates sufficient power condi.tioning equipment con-
1,igwvations with a high probability of being the most efficient, so that the
aii.gtiest efficiency configuration will be included.	 In order that the con-
figurations have a: high efficiency probability, certain basic assumptions
are required, and the guidelines developed during the previous Phase I
study are incorporated in the computer logic.
	 The following assumptions
we re made:
i
j	 a)	 Every power syc,tem configuration synthesized shall
contain
1)	 A solar array
2)	 A nickel-cadmium battery if an eclipse occurs
b)	 Every po •.Arer system configuration containing a battery z
shall provide for direct coupling to the solar array bus
during charge and discharge.
cj	 The battery size is determined by the dark-to-light
i
ratio, number of charge/ discharge cycles, and average
load requirements, and is independent of peak load
requirements.
d)	 Every power conditioning configura% ,. , :)n can be syntl~e -
sized using only combinations of the six functional
blocks defined at the top of Figure 2.
e)	 The solar array and battery bus voltage shall not be
less than 10 vdc nor, rrt( o re than 50 vdc.
f)	 Every power conditioning configuration synthesized
shall be capable of hardware implementation and not
exceed 200 volts in the distribution system.
3-7 }
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- AC
DJ DC 0 DC
6{
	
JF	 DC 0--	 r F	
—0 DC
	
GHF	 DC a.._...__..
	 H	 F	 DC
	
GEH
	 DCG
	 E	 H	 DC
	
DGH	 DC	 p	 r N ---0
 DC
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DO	 DC a--	 D	 1	 F --0 DC
	
GEHF
	 DC y	 G ..__	 _.	 H	 aF---o
 DC
	
DGHF
	 DC 0	 G	 H	 F	 DC
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	 DCD
	 G	 E	 H	 DC
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Figure 2, Power Conditioning Elements (Sheet 2)
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ig) Any function may have an unlimited number of output
voltages when co;sistent with the program logic, if
the user does not provide a special restriction flag on
the load requirement inputs.
h) All switching freq . ,Mcies shall be 400 cycles per
second when consistent with the program logic, unless
the user provides other frequency instructions. This
;rrequency tends to prov:.-a high system efficiency with
low weight penalities.
i) The synthesized power systems are not redundant in
any form.
The 6 basic functional blocks were further.developed into 18 single
	 ;!
	
r	 output elements (Figure 2), each containing only a single series string
made up from the 6 functions. The input is alway the solar array battery
	 r'
bus voltage (C). The output of an element is either an ac or do voltage.
	
9
The 18 elements represent all of tbe practical ways a singe ac or do volt-
M1; age can be generated using the 6 basic functions. These 18 power condi-
tioning elements provide 4 ways for deriving a single ac output voltage
froxn a do source, and 14 ways to provide a single do output voltage from
a do source. Theseower conditioningWing, elements use b different types of
functional power conditioning equipments as indicated in the code at the
tip of Figure 2. The TR-unit (•1-i) converts an ac output into one or more
do outputs. The inverter (G) requires a do input and provides one or, more 	 i
ac outputs. The ac outputs can have any one desired switching frequency
and be single-or multiple-phase. The three regulators shown provide
regulated outputs, but differ in function. The regulator represented by the
rarcle containing the letter "D" is a do pulsewidth. modulated type input
line regulator. The regulator represented by the ellipse containing the
letter "E" is an ac-line regulator having an ac input and output. This can
a be a pulsewidth modulated type or the type using saturating magnetics.
The third regulator represented by a square containing the letter "F" is a
dc-output regula.,tor. It can be a pulsewidth modulated type, or a series or
shunt d~ ' pative type regulator. The last equipment is a converter
re resentred b the diamond containin the letter "J" . This equipmentP	 y	 g
F
,.r1equires a do input and provides one or more do outputs. These power
	
l	 conditioning symbols represent the functions rather than. the physical hard-
ware. Several of these functions. or power conditioning elements maybe
combined into one physical piece of equipment.
F;
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The letters used in each of these functional symbols also represent 	 {l
a set of transfer functions which describe the performance characteristics
of the individual function represented by the geometric shape. 	 The groups
of letters shown in the left-hand column of Figure 2 serve as an identifi-
cation for the power conditioning element, and as a representation of the
sets of transfer functions which can be combined to determine the total
7finput and output characteristics. 	 The transfer function technique is best.
explained by referring to Figure 3, 	 This transfer function block diagram
represents the individual circuit functions which can be found in any one 	 j.?
of the power conditioning elements shown in Figure 2. 	 The transfer	 ;4
f
functions for each circuit block represented by the F s, R's, and Z's per-
mit the input and output voltages and the currents for each circuit section a
to be related to each other. 	 Similarly,	 he regulation limits due to inputY^	 g	 P
line changes or output had changes can be mathematically determined
using these transfer functions.	 The element transfer functions are stored
inputs to' the computer, and are used to determine if a specific power con-
d tioning element is capable of satisfying the output characteristics for
each one of the output voltages when the input characteristics to that
element are known.	 For example, in Figure 2 the third element from the
top is represented by the circle and the letter "D" ,
	
If the characteristics
of the do source are known, the transfer functions for this regulator can be
used to determine the output do performance limits. 	 These limits can then
b	 d	 .1 4.0 	 h'dd	 1	 t 	 d f	 t	 t	 I te compare W vac in v ^xi" i' a re%j%A	 en specs fie or an ou pu vo_
age to determine if that element is adequate. If it is not adequate in all,
respects, another power conditioning element configuration can be tested.
If', it is adequate, that power conditioning element configuration is identified
as a candidate for future configuration synthesis. Each of the 18-power
conditioning element configurations are tested in this manner for each
output voltage requirement. Then a Single Output Elemen , Binary Matrix
is set up to identify all of the dement configurations which satisfy each
output. The Transfer Functio,r5i.Fquations for the 18-element configure-
"	 tions are given in Appendix B.
Generally, the simplest power conditioning element configuration
p	 pr/.r.:3ides the highest efficiency, and most probably the lightest weight.
The 18-power conditioning elements shown in Figure 2 have been listed.-ing	 _.
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the order which would provide the most efficient power system. Once the
computer has identified all of the power conditioning elements which will
satisfy each of the output power requirements, it will then determine
which power conditioning element configurations have the highest degree
of commonality for all outputs. These configurations then serve as the
foundation ( route) for deriving the other output requirements by adding
other power conditioning elements to the chosen basic configuration. If
two or more configurations have equal commonality, the one having the
highest potential efficiency is chosen. For example, Figure 4a presents
the four possible outputs which can be derived from the ac configuration
11011, by adding one or more power conditioning elements to it. Figure 4b
shows the four possible do outputs which' can be derived from a GE route.
Figures 4a through 4q provide 17--power conditioning element groups which
can be derived from the 18-power conditioning element configurations of1
Figure 2. These figures represent 22 configurations in which do outputs
can be derived from the ac power conditioning elements. Similarly, there
are 94 configurations which derive ac outputs from the de power condi-
tioning element groups and thus can be used. as building blocks to synthesize
a complete power system block diagram with multiple output requirements
of ac and dc, depending upon how the individual element groups are com-
bined. The computer program is provided with the logic._ to combine these
elements in a manner which should result in highly efficient power system
configurations.
3.'4. 2 Single Output Element Binary Matrix
The results of the transfer function testing is stored in a binary
matrix for future use in synthesizing configurations. A typical example
of a Single Output Element Binary Matrix is shown in Table 1. The matrix
is generated by testing the compatibility of each of the 18-single output
elements with each load requirement using the transfer ;function equations
(Appendix B). The result recorded in the matrix is yes (1), that a single
output element can satisfy that load requirement; or no (0), it cannot
satisfy it. The completed matrix identifies all practical single output
configurations for each load requirement. The position, from left to right,
of the single output element is also the relative efficiency relationship
(decreasing efficiency left to right). Thus, a system configuration
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synthesized from the elements nearer the left margin would be more
efficient than one using elements from the center or far right areas be-
cause there would be fewer functions in series.
The number of times a "yes" appears in an element column is indi-
rectly proportional to the quantity of parallel elements required to synthe-
size a system using that element. The larger the quantity of loads that
could be satisfied by one element, the lower the number of elements
required to satisfy all loads. The higher efficiency system configurations
have a minimum of series functions and parallel branches. Hence, the
computer is programmed to synthesize system configurations from those
element columns having the larger sums and appearing to the left. A
system synthesized from the D element column, Table 1, would have a very
high probability of being the most efficient configuration. Using this phi-
losophy, the subroutine determines all of the specific roots (those single
'	 output elements used as the basic configuration from which the system
configuration is evolved) to be used for synthesizing the required config-
urations. The total quantity of configurations synthesized by the computer
Awas chosen to be equal to twice the number of load requirements but
should not exceed 20 configurations.
3. 4. 3 Configuration Synthesis Implementation
The synthesis process begins with the first chosen root. All of the
loan requirements individually satisfied by that (root) single output element
(indicated by a "1" in that column of the matrix) are assumed to be gener-
ated by one element having that configuration. Those load requirements
not satisfied by the root (indicated by a 0 in the column) are assumed to
have the clen.ent configuration nearest to the matrix left margin containing
a 1. When any such element satisfies two or more of the load require-
ments, one element is assumed to satisfy the multiple requirement.
For example, column D (highest sum near left margin) of Table J. is
chosen as the first root element. One configuration CD is assumed to
satisfy all of the load requirements except item numbers 8, 9, 12, 13, and
22. Items 8 and 9 are assumed to be satisfied by a branch parallel to the
CD configuration containing a G, Items 12 and 22 are assumed to be satis-
fied by another parallel branch containing a DG where tYe D is the original
root element. Item 13 does not require power conditioning and is therefor 	 a
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satisfied by the C configuration. Figure 5 shows this assumed basic
system configuration. This configuration would be the simplest and most
efficient configuration for the specified requirements if all of the above
assumptions were valid. These assumptions could be made invalid by any
of the following conditions; hence, the configuration would require modifi-
cation:
'o	 Two ac outputs from the same function having different
frequencies
• One or more load requirements having a restriction
flag requiring isolation
•	 Two or more load requirements having a restriction
flag requiring outputs to be together
•	 Voltages over 200 volts required in two or more
different user equipments
• A function having more outputs than permitted by
the basic configuration rules
C
Item: 13
Items: 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,10,11,14,15,
16,17,18,19,20,21,23
Items: 12,22
Items: 8,9
Figure 5. Assumed Basic System Configuration
Because the assumed configuration would normally be affected in some
degree,. the load requirements must be reviewed to determine the mini-
mum system configuration changes necessary to satisfy all requirements
and conditions. The ordered data list containing the seven groups is
accessed in order, starting with Data List 1. The review of each load
requirement consists of checki7Ag all its conditions and restrictions to 	 i
determine if they are comp_ ! t ale with the characteristics of the other out-
puts known to emanate fr6m the same function or functional element in the
assumed basic configuration. If there are no conflicts, the configuration is
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not changed. If a conflict does exist, the load requirement under consider-
ation is generated from a similar new parallel branch containing only a
minimum of additional functions necessary to alleviate the conflict. As
many functions as possible in the original basic element (root) are used
in common with the new branch. The computer bookkeeping now records
the configuration location for that load requirement after it has removed
it from the original assumed location.
Each load requirement in turn is similarly reviewed and the basic
configuration enlarged only as necessary. The final configuration usually
will resemble the assumed basic configuration with a few added branch
functions or functional elements. The remaining duties of the Configuration
Synthesis subroutine are (1) maintain bookkeeping of the configuration
pattern as it is synthesized, including the necessary frequencies for each
function, the branch nodes, the input and output path for each load require-
ment and the numerical index of multiple like functions; and (2) record the
configuration and the bookkeeping information in a form suitable for print-
out and-use in the System Configuration Analysis subroutine.
The format used for recording the synthesized configuration infor-
mation must also be suitable for manually submitting a system configura-
tion into the Evaluation-Only subroutine for analysis. Table 2 presents
this format which can be generated by the computer. It provides for a
maximum of 50 load requirements and a maximum of 8 series functions
in any one functional element. The line of characters apposite each load
requirement number identifies the exact functional element from input to
output (left to right) for that load. Repetition of the same 5-character
code within any column indicates the number of outputs connected to that
function. When two load requirements share a common function in one
column, but do not share the next function in the column to the right, a
node is indicated where the different functional elements form parallel
branches. This format permits the operator to draw the functional block
diagram for each machine synthesized configuration. Figure 6 is the
block diagram represented in Table 2.
The 5-character code used for each of the functions identifies the
type of function so that the proper parametric data will be used in the
Analysis subroutine. The function number is the assigned numerical
index of the function when two ' or more like functions occur in a system.
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The switching frequency code references the frequency used for each
function in the synthesis subroutine so that correct entry into parametric
data is possible.	 In all cases where the switching frequency was not
specified by the input data or dictated by configuration compatibility, 400
cps is assigned.
Table 2 is an example of this format in use.	 Mission I, Configuration.
1, developed during the Phase I study (Section 3. 7) was encoded (Table 2)
in this format in the manner necessary for manually submitting the con- ,
figuration for computer Evaluation- Only.
	
The simple solar array battery
relationships are not incorporated into the format because a nonredundant
single energy source bus system has been assumed throughout this study,
and their evaluation is inherent in the Analysis subroutine.	 The equivalent
system Block Diagram for this configuration is shown in Figure 6.
3. 5 BATTERY SIZING
t
f
When the power conditioning equipment configuration synthesis hasrz
been completed, the remainder of the system must be implemented by
` determining the size of the battery and solar array.
	 Figure 7 is a logic
block diagram showing the computer subroutine for calculating the size
f of a nickel-cadmium battery. 	 This subroutine is the same as that presented
in the appendix of the Phase I technical report (TRW 04898-6001-RO-00).
The battery sizing subroutine (nickel-cadmium only) determines the
required AH capacity and battery weight taking into account the energy
P
delivered during eclipse, the sunlight time for recharging, the battery
charge/ discharge current densities, and the battery bus voltage.	 The total
input and calculated data from this subroutine are included in the program
printout.
At this time, a similar battery-sizing program for silver-cadmium
batteries iP not available.	 The computer program is designed to permit
the addition of such a routine at a later date.
3. 6 ANALYSIS OF COMPUTER SYNTHESIZED CONFIGURATIONS
3.6. 1	 General
The next step is the system configuration analysis. 	 This part of the
program interprets the encoded .configuration and calculates the efficiency
and weight for each functional -block. 	 The parametric data for the power
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Table 2. Mission I- i Configuration
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2 6 C0004 D0160' J0160
3 12 C0000 D0160 J0160
4 13 C0000 D0160 J0160
5 17 C0000 D0160 J0160
6 21 C '0000 D0160 J0160
7 25 00000 D0160 J0160
8 29 C0000 D0160 J0160
9 3.00000 D0260 J0260
10 8 C0000 D0260 J0260
11 9 00000 D0 260 J 02b0
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conditioning functions are stored in terms of efficiency, weight, output
power, and switching frequency. The program starts at a load and works
toward the solar array battery bus calculating the efficiencies and weights
and performing the necessary summations as each parallel branch node is
reached. The final node is the solar array, battery, power conditioning
equipment bus intersection. At this point, the analysis program diverts
to the battery sizing subroutine. Once the size of the battery has been
determined and the input power to the power conditioning equipment of the
system has been satisfied, the size of the solar array is then calculated.
The size of the solar array and the mission requirements determine the
type of attitude control system;m, and the type of paddles to be used, thus
determining the solar array weight and efficiency. Because vehicle design
and attitude control considerations are not a part of this program, the
solar array is assumed 10 percent efficient and weight 0. 1 pound per watt
output for all configurations.
3. 6. 2 System Configuration Analysis
After the computer has synthesized the block diagram configurations,
the parametric data provided in the computer memory is used to evaluate
the efficiency equation (Equation 1) for each of the configurations. The
computer evaluation subroutine selects the output voltage having the largest
number of series functional elements between it and the energy source.
Starting at this output and working toward the- energy source, the computer
determines the operating point, efficiency, and weighs: for each functional
equipment. The process is cumulati^^e, taking into consideration the in-
crease i;.r. power resulting from each equipment inefficiency and the joining
of other parallel branches into this main stem. When each branch has
been taken into account, the total load power required for the load require-
ments and equipment inefficiencies is used in the battery subroutine to
determine the battery size, weight, and operating conditions. The power
required from the solar array to recharge the battery and supply the total
load power is next calculated This quantity is then used to determine the
solar array weight, assuming a weight factor of 0. 1 pound per watt output.
The total system efficiency is determined from the previously calculated
efficiencies and the assumed solar array efficiency of 10 percent. Finally,
the total system weight is calculated by summing the weights for all
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equipments and energy sources. When each power system configuration 	 ,
is completely evaluated, a set of performance data is printed out by the
computer. This output information consists of the system efficiency, the
system weight, each of the equipment weights, each of the equipment
efficiencies, the operating switching frequency, the selected bus voltage,
the ampere-hour size of the battery, the light-to-dark ratio for the mission
orbit, and the configuration identification. Each of these data sets for the
power system configurations can then be reviewed by the power system
design engineer. His selection maybe based upon the highest efficiency.
Although the comparative analysis optimization method accentuates the
system efficiency, the individual equipment weights and r- ystem weight are
provided by the computer so that the weight trends can be seen. The
numerical accuracy of this evaluation program is limited to the state of the
art of the parametric data. However, the relative comparison of one con-
figuration to another using the same set of data provides excellent configura-
tion design information. Although each analysis run considers only steady
state operating conditions, a parametric evaluation of a group of configura-
tions can be performed by putting them in manually (Evaluation-Only option)
	
r
and varying the switching frequencies, power levels, light-dark ratio,
battery temperatures, battery efficiency, or selecting different functional
block parametric data.
3. 7 ANALYSIS OF EVALUATION-ONLY CONFIGURATIONS
3.7.1 General
The implementation of the computer configuration synthesis required
assumptions to be made and some degree of simplification within the pro-
gram logic. Thus it is possible that a specific configuration deemed
competitive by the system design engineer would not be synthesized by the
program. The Evaluation-Only option permits the user to manually gener-
ate his configuration and code it for computer evaluation. The same com-
puter stored parametric data and the same analysis_ routine used for
computer synthesized configurations are applied. In this way, an accurate
relative comparison can be made between the computer configurations and
those furnished by the user.
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The manual configuration capability provides an additional tool for
the power system design engineer. Any system configuration, may be
evaluated many times using a different switching frequency or different
types of regulators and converters available in the parametric data
storage. The computer Configuration Synthesis subroutine always chooses
the more efficient frequencies and function types. By using the Evaluation ,-
Only option, the same configuration can be evaluated many times as a
function of switching frequency, or different types of regulators and con-
verters to provide parametric weight and efficiency evaluations. The
additional flexibility is provided by choosing the correct coding when exe-
cuting the format of Table 2.
3. 7. 2 Evaluation-Only Analysis
The user executes the Evaluation-Only subroutine by coding the
configuration to be evaluated in the format of Table 2, This format re-
quires the user to select the correct functional elements and their desired
switching frequency for each load requirement. Additionally, the list of
load requirements, mission data, and battery constants must be put into
the computer to permit full evaluation of the battery, solar array, and
power conditioning equipment. A detailed description of the necessary
formatting and data inputs are provided in Appendix A.
The computer printout for each Evaluation-Only run is _az'ccomplished
after each evaluation is completed. The same printout format used for
the computer synthesized configurations is used to provide all of the design
and evaluation information as before.
3. 8 MISSION EXAMPLES	
a
3. 8. 1 General
,,
V
than those selected during Phase I. Mission III is an exception and is
discussed further in Section 3. 8. 4.
3. $. 2 Mission I
This mission was chosen to represent a typical synchronous altitude
communications sa''ell te. The total load power is 155 watts, and the load
power requirements are given in Table 3.
Table 3. Mission I Load Power Requirements
Voltage
Voltage V-Amp/w Regulation x Percent of
hem No. (dc) Percent Frequency Power Tot;J Power
11 +1440 1.600 a1 /Z 2304.0 1.03
2. +1340 4.80` X1/2 6432.0 3.10
3. + 65o 37.60' :1/2 24440.0 24.26
4. + 620 0..04° &1/2 24.8 0„03
S. + 570 0.40° #1/2 228;0 0.26
6. + 550 71.60" rt/2 39380.0 46.19
7. + 355 3.600 *1/Z 1278.0 2.32
S. +	 Ze 3. SOe+ !1S 98.0 7LU
9. +	 28 2.40 t3 67.2 I.SS
10. 15 2050 *3 37.5 1.61
11. +	 15 2.90 s3 43.5 1.67'
12. +	 10 4- 2.60 A3 26.0 1.68
13. -	 6 1.40 t3 4.4 0.90
14. +	 6 3.30 t3 19.6 2.13
15. +	 3 16.800 t1/t s0.4 10:84
155.04 100. 03:
eTY`T power is required from same converter.
**Peak power is 36, 3 w.
Table 4 summarizes the system efficiencies and weights for the 4
configurations generated during the Phase I study and the 20 configura-
tions which were computer synthesized. The results determined during
the study (Column-Phase I) and the computer values (Column-Computer)
for the same configuration are given. Each group is listed in descending
order of percent of system efficiency. The 4 lighter weight systems of
the 20 synthesized configurations are indicated by O through (4). The 	 _
first 4 computer synthesized configurations are all more efficient than
the highest efficiency configuration from Phase I st lady.: Eight are more 	 `l
efficient than the second highest from Phase I. and 10 are more efficient
than the fourth configuration from_ Phase I.
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Table 5 provides further detail (from the computer printout) of the
computer ,Evaluation-Only analysis of Configuration I- i. This particular
mission has four identical TWT I s. During Phase I study, the first con-
figuration divided the TWT requirements into four identical groups. The
other three configurations combined the power required for the four TWT's
into one set of power requirements as shown in Table 3. Thus, the
Configuration I- i has four identical branches, each containing a do line
regulator and do -dc converter (e, g. , DOi, J01), The fifth group of volt-
ages not related to the TWT's is provided by the D05, J05 branch, The
remaining voltage, which was chosen as the bus voltage (C00) provides the
3. 5 watt requirement.
The computer printout (e. g. , Table 6) for the Evaluation-Only anal-
ysis lists the requirements and configuration identifications put into the
computer. Then the computer derived analyses are listed for each con-
figuration. The computer listing providers the battery and solar array
sizing data as well as the weight and efficiency for each functional block
and the total system.
The computer printout for the machine synthesized configurations
provides the same data as the Evaluation-Only run, plus information re-
lated to the synthesis subroutine. Table 7 is a partial listing of the
Mission I Configur i,tion Synthesis run. The synthesis related data are the
following:
•
	 Contents of the seven data lists
• Switching frequency assignment table
• Single output element binary matrix
These data have optional printout since it is related only to the internal
program operation. It is not required for full identification of the config-
urations and their corresponding analyses.
3. 8. 3 Mission II
Mission II was chosen to represent a typical sun-synchronous navi-
gation or mapping type satellite. The total load power is 167 watts, and
the details of the load requirements are given by Table 8. The sun
synchronous :requirement is a, special case of a polar orbit. This polar
I
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Table 5. Mission I, Configuration 1 Evaluation-Only
 Results
Weight Efficiency Output Power Load
Function lb (percent) (W) I,Identification
D0160 4.744 88.59 38. 69 2, 6, 12, 13, 17,
f,2J0160 6.694 88.18 •34. 12 i t
 25, 29r
D0260 4.744 88.59 38.69 3, 8, 9, 16, 20,
J0260 6.694 88.18 34.12 1124,28o 32
D0360 4. 744 88.59 38.69 it 7, i0, 15, 191
J0360 6. 69j', 88.18 34. 12 f23p27, 31
D04G0 4.744 88.59 38.69 4, 5, 11, 14, 18,
J0460 6 .694 88. 18 34. 12 f220 26, 30
D0560 2. 811 88. 19 17.23 340 35, 36,
J0560 4. 09 87. 65 15. 1 f37tHs39
C0000 - - 3.5 33
System Weight	 114. 4
System	 -	 7.316	 -	 -
Efficiency
Output Power	 -	 -	 155. 1	 -
Bus Power	 -	 197.8	 -
Battery Charge	 -	 -	 14. 2	 -
Power
Solar Array	 21, 2	 10. 0	 212.0	 -
Ba,ttery	 40.53	 78. 0 (A. H.)	 16. 25 (A. H.)	 -
LOAD IDENTIFICATION NUM/ERS
`°	 C roUS)	 33l
	
D0160	 J0160
	
^	 .-2t6,12,13;17,21,2f,29"
MTTEUY
WSW wAar
I
3.819116,20,24,48,32
D0360 J03 0
1,7,10,15,19,23, V,31 I
DN60 J0/6o
'^'^"'-" I s.11, i1, ro, n, x,30
_D0560 J0560
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c	 Fable 6. Mission i Evaluation-Only Printout
AC LOAD RNUMMEATS
NO AC LOAD REQUIREMENTS SPcCIF1E0
OC LOAD REQUIREMENTS
I
LOAD REQUIREMENT 1
NOMINAL VOLTAGE n 1.440E 93 VOLTS
VOLTAGE RE41JLATION n 5.00E-01 PERCENT	 VOLTAGE RIPP1. E - 5.00E-01 PERCENT
LOAD REQUIREMENT POWER n 4.00OE-01 WATTS
UUTY CYCLE a 10,00E 01 PERCENT	 IMPEDANCE s 5.184E 06 OHMS
RESTRICTION FLAG n 12
LOAU REQUIREMENT 2
NOMINAL VOLTAGE . 1.440E 03 VOLTS
VOLTAGE REGULATION n S.00E-01 PERCi:NT	 VOLTAGE RIPPLE • 5.00E-01 PERCENT
LOAD REQUIREMENT POWER s 4.000E-01 WATTS
DUTY CYCLE n IO.00E 01 PERCENT	 IMPEDANCE - 5.184E 06 OHMS
RESTRICTION FLAG • 10
LOAD REQUIREMENT 3
NOMINAL VOLTAGE • 1.440E 03 VOLTS
VOLTAGE REGULATION n 5.00E-01 PERCENT	 VOLTAGE RIPPLE w 5.00E-01 PERCENT
LOAD REQUIREMENT POWER n 4.000E-01 WATTS
DUTY CYCLE r 10.00E 01 PERCENT	 IMPEDANCE n 5.184E 06 OHMS
RESTRICTION FLAG s 13	 .
LOAD REQUIREMENT 4
NOMINAL VOLTAGE a 1.440E 03 VOLTS
VOLTAGE REGULATION a 5.00E -OL PERCENT	 VOLTAGE RIPPLE n 5.00E-01 PERCENT
LOAD REQUIREMENT POWER s 4.000E -01 WATTS
DUTY CYCLE a 10.00F 01 PERCENT	 IMPEDANCE n 5.184E 06 OHMS
RESTRICTION FLAG . 11
LOAD REQUIREMENT 5
NOMINAL VOLTAGE n L.340E 03 VCLTS
VOLTAGE REGULATICN - $.DOE-)! PERCENT	 VOLTAGE RIPPLE a 5.00E -01 PERCENT
LOAD FEQUIREMENT POWER n 1.2001 F, 00 MATTS
DUTY CYCLE - 10.00E O1 PERCENT	 IMPEDANCE n 1.496E 06 OHMS
RESTRICTION FLAG - 11
LOAD REQUIREMENT 6
NOMINAL VOLTAGE n y .340E 03 VCLTS
VULTAGE REGULATION n 5.00E-01 PERCENT
	
VOLTAGE RIPPLE n 5.00E -01
 
PERCENT
LOAD REQUIREMENT POLE R n 1.200E 00 WATTS
UUTY CYCLE n IO.COE 01 PERCENT	 IMPEOANCE + 1.496E 06 OHMS
RESTRICTION FLAG a 1J
LOAD REQUIREMENT 7
NOMINAL VOLTAGE ac 1.340E 03 VOL73
VULTAUE REWJLATICN n S.00E-01 PERI-Chr	 VOLTAGE RIPPLE n 5.00E-01 PERCENT
LLAU 016QUIREMENT POIE ,R i 1.300E 00 WATTS
DUTY CYCLE a 10.COt 01 PERCENT	 IMPEDANCE n 1.496E 06 OHMS
RESTRICTION FLAG m 12
LUAD 14EQ UIREMENT
NOMINAL VOLTAGE n 1.340E C3 VOLTS
VOLTAGE RE
LOAOTICN a E .00E OLP ERCENT200 E OOVOLTAGE
 RIPPLE n 1.061E-01 PERCENT
DUTY CYCLE m 10.COt Ol PERCENT	 IMPEDANCE u 1.496E 06 OHMS
RESTRICTION FLAG n 13
LOAD REQUIREMENT 9
MC14INAL VOLTAGE - 6..500E 02 VOLTS
VOLTAGE AEGULATICN n 56006-01 PERCENT	 VOLTAGE RIPPLE • 5.00E-01 PERCENT
LOAD REQUIREMENT POWER n 9.400E 00 MATTS
UUTY CYCLE a 10.CCE 01 PERCENT
	
IMPEDANCE n 4.495E 94 OHMS
MESTR'1CTIUN FLAG 4 13
i
i
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Table G. Mission l - Evaluation -Only
 Printout (Continuos)
LOAD REQUIREMENT 10
NOMINAL VOLTAGE • 6.500E 02 VOLTS
	 ..
VOLTAGE REGULATION m 5.00E-01 PERCENT'
	 'VOLTAGE RIPPLE ^ 5.00E
_ .
-01 PERCENT
LOAD PEQUIREMENT POWF R s 9.400E 00 WATTS
OUTY CYCLE w IO.COE 01 PERCENT
	 IMPEDANCE n 4,495E 04 OHMS
RESTRICTION FjLAG • 12
LOAD REQUIREMENT 11
NCMINAL VOLTAGE a 3.500E 02 VOLTS
VOLTAGE REGULATION - 5.00E-OL PERCENT	 VOLTAGE RIPPLE • 5,00E-01 PERCENT
LOAD PEQUIREMENII POWE41 • 9.400E 00 WAITS
'DUTY CYCLE A 10.00E 01 PERCENT
	
IMPEDANCE = 4.495E 04 OHMS
RESTRICTION FLAG n 11
LOAD REQUIREMENT 12
NGMINAL VOLTAGE a 6.500E 02 VOLTS
VOLTAGE REGULATICN w 5.00E-71 PERCENT
	
VOLTAGE RIPPLE • 5.00E-01 PERCENT
LOAD PEQUIREMENT POWER n 9.40DE 00 WATTS
DUTY CYCLE n IO.00E 01 PERCENT	 IMPEDAN C E L 4.495E _:0:4 OHMS
RESTRICTION FLAG n 14
LOAD REQUIREMENT 13
NGMINAL VOLTAGE , 6 ,.200E 02 VOLTS
VOLTAGE REGULATION - 5.00E-01 PERCENT	 VOLTAGE, RIPPLE n 5 00l -q1 PEftCENT
LOAD REQUIREMENT POWER -LO.000E-03 WATTS- _.® ._M
DUTY CYCLE r IO.COE 01 PERCENT
	 IMPEDANCE - 3.844E 07 OHMS
RESTRICTION FLAG = 19
LOAO REQUIRE V MENT 14
NOMINAL VOLTAGE x 6,.200E 02 VOLTS
VOLTAGE REGULATICN a S#OOE-01 PERCENT	 VOLTAGE RIPPLE n 5.00E-01 PERCENT
LOAD REQUIREMENT POWER n 10.000E-03 WATTS
DUTY CYCLE = 10.00E 01 PERCENT	 IMPEDANCE - 3.844_VO7 aQHMS'
RESTRICTION FLAG - 11
LOAD REQUIREMENT 15
NGMINAL VOLTAGE - 6.200E 02 VOLTS
VOLTAGE REGULATION * 5.00E-01 PERCENT
	
VOLTAGE RIPPLE n S.00E-01 PERCENT
LOAD REQUIREMENT POWER =10.00OL-03 WATTS
_!JTY CYCLE x 10.00E 01 PERCENT	 IMPEDANCE n 3.844E 07 OHMS
RESTRICTION FLAG = L2
LOAD REQUIREMENT 1+5
NOMINAL VOLTAGE - 6.200E 02 VOLTS
VOLTAGE REGULATICN = 5.00E-01 PERCENT	 VOLTAGE RIPPLE	 5.00E-01 PERCENT
LOAD REQUIREMENT POWER =10.000E-03 WATTS
DUTY CYCLE - 10.00E O1 PERCENT
	
IMPEDANCE - 3.844E 07 OHMS
RESTRICTION FLAG - 13
LOAD REQUIREMENT 17
NOMINAL VOLTAGE a f.7Q0E 02 VOLTS
VOLTAGE REGULATION x 5.00E-0L PERCENT	 VOLTAGE* RIPPLE . 5.00E ^ 11 06ACENT
LOAD REQUIREMENT POWER =10.000E-03 WATTS
DUTY CYCLE = IO.COE 01 PERCENT 	 IMPEDANCE a 3.249,E ,07 OHMS
RESTRICTION FLAG = 10
LOAD REQUIREMENT 18	 -'
NGMINAL VOLTAGE = 5.70OF 02 VOLTSPI
VOLTAGE REGULATICN - 5.00E-01 PERCENT 	 VOLTAGE RIPPLE m 5.00E-O1p,ERCENT
LOAD REQUIREMENT POWER =10.000E-03 WATTS
DUTY CYCLE = 10.00E 01 PERCENT 	 IMPEDANCE a 3.249E 07 OHMS	 J
RESTRICTIUN FLAG - 11 	 1
LOAD REQUIREMENT l9
NOMINAL VOLTAGE - 5.700E 02 VOLTS
VOLTAGE REGULATION - S.00E-01 PERCENT 	 VOLTAGE RIPPLE 0 5.00E-01 PERCENT
LUAU REQUIREMENT POWER =10.000E-03 WATTS
CUTY CYCLE m 10.00E 01 PERCENT	 IMPEDANCE = 3.249E 07 OHMS
RESTRICTION FLAG = 12
LUAU REQUIREMENT 20
NOMINAL VOLTAGE _ 5.700E 02 'VOLTS
VOLTAGE REGULATIGN = 5.00E-31 PERCENT 	 VOLTAGE RIPPLE n 5.00E-01 PERCENT
LUAU REQUIREMENT POWER =LO.000E-03 WATTS
UUTY CYCLE _ 10.00E -01 PERCENT 	 IMPEDANCE = 3.2491 07 OHMS
RESTRICTION FLAG • 13
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Table 6. Mission I - Evaluation .. Only Printout (Continued)
LOAD ACQUIREMENT 21
NCMINAL VOLTA46 - 5.5001E 02 VOLTS
VOLTAGE REGULATION n 5.00E-01 PERCENT	 VOLTAC,E RIPPLE $,DOE-01 PERCENT
LOAD REQUIREMENT POWER x 1.790E 41 WATTS
DUTY CYCLE n IO.00E 01 PERCENT IMPr:O.,^NCE m 1.690E 04 OHMS
RESTRICTION FLAG 	 10
LOAD REQUIREMENT 22
NCMINAL VOLTAGE 5.500E 02 VOLTS
VOLTAGE 966ULATICN n 5.00E-.)1 PERCENT 	 VOLTAGE RIPPLE $ 5-00E-01 PERCENT
LOAn AEQUINEHENT POWER - 1.790E C1 WATTS
DUTY CYCLE • 10.01E 01 PERCENT 	 IMPEDANCE - 1.690E 04 OHMS
RESTRICTION FLAG 	 1,1
LOAD REQUIREMENT 23
ACMIN AL VOLTAGE - 5.500E 02 VCLTS
VOLTAGE REGULATION a 5..10E-01 PERCENT	 VOLTAGE RIPPLE n 5.006-01 PERCENT
LOAD REQUIREMENT POWER a 1.790E 01 WATTS
DUTY CYCLE n 10.00E Ol PERCENT	 IMPEDANCE * 1.690E 04 OHMS
RESTRICTIUNFLAG - 14	 6	 ^-
LUAU REQUIREMENT 24
NCMINAL VOLTAGE - 5.500E 02 VOLTS
VOLTAGE REGULATION n 5.00E°91 PERCENT	 ' VOLTAI4E RIPPLE n 5.00E-01 PERCENT
LOAD FEQUIREMENT POWER n 1.790E 01 WATTS
DUTY CYCLE - 1O.00E 01 PERCENT 	 IMPEDANCE n 1.690E 04 OHMS
RESTRICTION FLAG - 13
LOAD R6QUIREMENT 25
NCMINAL VOLTAGE - 3.550E 02 VOLTS
VOLTAGE REGULATION . 5.00E-01 PERCENT
	
VOLTAGE RIPPLE n 5.00E-01 PERCENT
LOAD PEQUIREMENT, POik?R - 9.000E-01 WATTS
DUTY CYCLE = IO.COE 01 PERCENT 	 IMPEDANCE - 1,.-400E 05 OHMS
RESTRICTION FLAG - 10
LOAD REQUIREiMENT 26
NCI-INAL VOLTAGE - 3.550E 02 VOLTS
VOLTAGE REGULATION - S.00E-01 PERCENT	 VOLTAGE RIPPLE - 5.00E-01 PERCENT
LOAD FEQUIREMENT POWER m 9.0OOE-C1 WATTS
DUTY CYCLE - IO.COE 01 PERCENT	 IMPEDANCE - 1.400E 05 OHMS
RESTRICTION FLAG n 11
LOAD REQUIREMENT 27
NCMINAL VOLTAGE n 3.550E 02 VOLTS
VOLTAGE REGULATICN - 5.00E-01 PERCENT	 VOLTAGE RIPPLE n 5.00E-01 PERCENT
LOAD PEQUIREMENT POWEiR n 9.000E-C1 WATTS
DUTY CYCLE - 1G.O0E 01 PERCENT	 IMPEDANCE - 1.400E 05 OHMS
RESTRICTIUN FLAG n 12
LOAD A6QUIREMENT 28
NCMINAL VOLTAGE - 3.550E 02 VOLTS
VOLTAGE REGULATICN - 5.00E-01 PERCENT
	
VOLTAGE RIPPLE r 5.00E-01 PERCENT
LOAD REQUIREMENT POWER - 9.000E-01 WATTS
DUTY CYCLE - IO.00E 0.1 PERCENT 	 IMPEDANCE - 1.400E 05 OHMS
RESTRICTION FLAG as 13
LOAD REQUIREMENT 29
NCMINAL VOLTAGE n 3.000E 00 VOLTS
VOLTAGE NEUULATICN n 5.00E-01 PERCENT	 VOLTAGE RIPPLE - S.00E-01 PERCENT
LOAC REQUIREMENT POWER - 4.300E 00 WATTS
DUTY CYCLE - 10.00E C1 PERCENT	 IMPEDANCE - 2.093E 00 OHMS
RESTRICTION FLAG - 11
LOAD REQUIREMENT 30
NCMINAL VULTAGE n 3.000E 00 VCLTS
VOLTAGE REGULATICN n S.00E-01 PERCENT	 VOLTAGE RIPPLE + 5.00E-01 PERCENT
LUAU REQUIREMENT POWER - 4,300E 00 WATTS
UUtY CYCLE = IO.COE OL PERCENT 	 IMPEDANCE • 2.093E OJ OHMS
RESTRICTION FLAG m 12
LOAD REQUIREMENT 3L
'	 NCMINAL VOLTAGE • 3.000E 00 VOLTS
VOLTAGE REGULATION - 5.00E-01 PERCENT
	 VOLTAGE RIPPLE n 5.00E-01 PE14CENT
LOAD REQUIREMENT POWER - 4.300E 00 WATTS
CUTY CYCLE - IO.COE 01 PERCENT 	 IMPEDANCE n 2.09E 00 OHMS
RESTRICTION FLAG n 13
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Table h. Mission t - Evaluation- Only Printout ( Continued)
LOAD REQUIREMENT 32
NOMINAL VOLTAGE w 3.000E 00 VOLTS,
VOLTAGE REGULATION - S.00E-01 PERCENT
	 VOLTAGE RIPPLE - 5 *OOE-01 PERCENT
LOAD REQUIREMENT POWER - 4.300E 00 WATT&
DUTY CYCLE - 10.00E 01 PERCENT
	
IMPEDANCE	 2493E 00 OHMS
RESTRICTION FLAG - 10
LUAU REQUIREMENT 33
NOMINAL. VOLTAGE n 2.000E 01 VOLTS
VOLTAGE REGULATION Pk 1.50E 01 P ERCENr
	 VOLxA&E RIPPLE - 5.OQF,:Q4_pUCE1"J;
LOAD REQUIREMENT POWER - 3.500E QO WAITS
DUTY CYCLE n IO.00E 01 PERCENT
	 IMPEDANCE * 2.240E 02 OHMS
RESTRICTION FLAG n 0
LOAD REQUIRI:NENT 34
NOMINAL VOLTAGE = 2.900E 01 VOLTS
VOLTAGE REGULATION - 3.00E '00 PERCENT	 VOLTAGE RIPPLE n 5.00E-01 PERCENT
1;OAO REQUIREMENT POWER - 2.400E 00 WATTS
DUTY CYCLE - 10.00E 01 PERCENT
	 IMPEDANCE n ^3.267E 02 OHMS
RESTRICTION FLAG -	 0
LOAU REQUIREMENT 35
NOMINAL VOLTAGE n-1.500E 01 VOLTS
VOLTAGE REGULATION - 3.00E 00 PERCENT	 VOLTAGE RIPPLE # 5.00E-OL PERCENT
LUAU REQUIREMENT POWER - 2.500E 00 WATTS
DUTY CYCLE - IO.00E OL PERCENT
	 IMPEDANCF, - .9.000E 01 OHMS
RESTRICTION FLAG - 0
LOAD REQUIREMENT 36,,
NOMINAL VOLTAGE n 1.500E O1 VOLTS
VOLTAGE REGULATION 3.00E 00 PERCENT 	 VOLTAGE RIPPLE- S.00E-01 PERCENT
LOAD REQUIREMENT POWE1R - 2.900E CO WATTS.,
DUTY CYCLE n 10.00E 01 PERCENT
	
IMPEDANCE - ' 7.759E OL OHMS
RESTRICTION FLAG	 0
LOAD REQUIREMENT 37
NOMINAL VOLTAGE - 1.000E 01 VOLTS
VOLTAGE REGULATION = 3.00E 00 PERCENT
	 VOLTAGE RIPPLE - * 5.00E-OL PERCENT
LOAD REQUIREMENT POWEoR - 2.6OOE 00 WATTS
DUTY CYCLE w 10.00E C1 PERCENT	 IMPEDANCE - 3.946E 94.OHMS
RESTRICTION FLAG -
	
0
LOAO REQUIREMENT 39
NOMINA' VOLTAGE -&. OOOE 00 VOLTS
VOL TAIG^ REGULAT ICL --3-00E 00 PERCENT -	VOL TAGk RIPPLE = 5.00E -01, PERCENT,
LOAD REQUIREMENT POWER - 1.400E QO WATTS
`DUTY 'CYCLE - IO.COE 01 PERCENT 	 IMPEDANCE - 2.571E 01 OHMS
RESTRICTION FLAG -
LOAD REUUIRE'MENT 39
NCMINAL VOLTAGE = 6..000E 00 VOLTS
VULTAG,E REGULATION - 3.00E 00 PERCENT 	 VOLTAGE RIPPLE . S.00E--01 PERCENT'
LOAD REQUIREMENT POWER . 3.300E p0 WATTS
DUTY CYCLE - 10.00E 01 PFRCENT
	
IMPEDANCE n 1.091E 11 OHMS
RESTRICTION FLAG	 0
CONFIGURATION
	
I -1
29 COCCC DO100	 JUIOV
25 CUOCO 00100	 JOLOO
a  COOCO OU100	 JOLOC
L7 CU000 DOLOG	 JC100
L3 COOOC 00100	 JOLCO
12 L0000 OOLOG
	
40LOO
6 COOCO CULCO	 J010
2 C0000 00100	 JULC 0
32 COOCC 00200	 J0200
2d 00000 0020C	 J0200 z
24 CUU00 D0200	 JO2CC
21 CUOCO 00200	 J02C O
16 CUOOO D0200	 J0200
9 COOOC 00200	 JU20C
d 00000 00200	 J0200
CUO4iC 002Q0
	
020C^
4  CUCCO DU300	 J0300
2,;, ctioc ,j UU3J0	 J0309
2J LOOLC CU,74O	 J03UO
L9 00070 00300	 J0300
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.	 , Table 6 *	 Mission
 I - EvaInation- Only Printout (Continued)
L5 00000 00300 J0300
10 00000 W300 40300
7 COOOO 0030Q J0300
L COOCO 00300 J0300
30 CUOOO 0000 J0400
26 00000 00460 J0400
z2 CU000 00400 40400
18 00000 00400 J0400
L4 CU000 00400 J0400
Ll 00000 00400 J0400
5 C0000 00400 J0400
34 CO000 DOS00 JOSOO
35 C0000 D0500 J0500
36 COOL" 00500 J0500
37 COOOO 00500 J0500
38 COCOO 00500 J0500
39 C0000 00500 JO500
33 cnaon
4 00000 00400 J0400
BATTERY LIFE n 4.6006 02 CYCLES	 CSUBO n 1.004E 01 AMP-HR
DISCHARGE...	 CURRENT n .T.0627E Ob_A'APS	 TEMP _- S.0000E R 61 DEG F
CHARGE..,	 CURRENT n 4.5654E-01 AMPS	 , TEMP u_7.80%! 0} DEG L.
CHARGE EFFICIENCY n 7.800E 01
-BATTERY SIZING, R4SU4TS-
.,_
CSUBE n 1.093E 01 AMP-HR
SMALIO a 6.463E-01 1/HRS '	 SMALIC	 4.547E 02 1/HRS
RATED CAPACITY = 1.625E, 01 AMP -HR
22 CELLS REQUIRED FOR CATTERY VOLTAGE	 2.800E OL VOLTS
BATTERY WEIGHT a 4.053E 01 LBS
SOLAR ARRAY FOWER .,,2.120E 02 WATTS
DARK PERIOD n 1.15,2E 00 HRS	 LIGHT PERIOD 2.2856. 01 NRS
EVALUAT.WN-RESULTS,.^ _. _.......,_ .^..
a
w
i
CVERALL SYSTEM EFFICIENCY 73.165546E-01 1090T,
TOTAL SYSTEM WEIGHT n 1.144E 02 LBS
4
TOTAL SYSTEM OUTPUT POWER = 1.551E 02 WATTS
1. FUNCTIONAL BLOCK -405-	 _,_ ,,
EFFICIENCY a 87.65E 00 PCT	 WEIGHT n 4.104E 00 LBS
FREQ n 4.000E-OL KC
2. FUNCTIONAL BLOCK -005-
EFFICIENCY = 88.19E 00 PCT	 WEIGHT a 2.811E 00 LOS
FRED n 4.000E-01 KC
3. F_''4CTIONAL BLOCK -J04-
EFFICIENCY = 68.lbE 00 PCT
	
WEIGHT_ n 6.694E 00 LBS
FRED n 4.000E-71 KC
40	 FUNCTIONAL BLOCK -004-
EFFICIENCY n 88.69E 00 PCT	 WEIGHT n 4.744E 00 LB5
FREQ - 4.000E-01 KC
5.	 FUNCTIONAL BLOCK -J03-
EFFICIENCY = 88.18E 00 PCT
	
WEIGHT a 6.694E'00 LBS
FP.EQ = 4.000E-01 KC
69	 FUNCTIONAL BLOCK -003-
EFFICIENCY n 88.59E 00 PCT	 WEIGHT a 4.744E 00 _LBS
FREQ n 4.000E-01 KC
E	
i.FUNCTIONAL BLOCK -J02-
EFFICIENCY n 8B.LSE 00 PCT	 NEIGHY b.694E 00 LBS
FREQ a 4.000E-01 KC
- 3-47,
maws
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Table 6. Mission I Evaluation-Only Printout (Continued)
8.	 FUNCTIONAL BLOCK -002-
EFFICIENCY - 88.59E 00 PCT 	 WEIGHT • 4.744E 00 LOS
FR:EQ - 49OQO9oO1 KC
90	 FUWTIONAL BLOCK -J01-
EFFICIENCY n
	
	 HEIGHT; :N b.b94E AO.LBT>
FK:EQ • 4.000E-Q! KC
100	 FUNCTIONAL OLOPK_!90; —
EFFICIENCY - 86.59E 00 PCT	 WEIGHT - 4.7 44E 00 LOS
FR•EQ » 4.000 E-01 KC
AC LOAD REQUIREMENTS
NO AC LOAD REQUIREMENTS SPECIFIEb"
DC LUAU REQUIREMENTS_.,
LOAD RCQUIKEMENT . Y_ _,. 	 ., A
NCMINAL VOLTAGE - L.440E 93 VOLTS
VOLTAGk REGULATION - 5.00E-01 PERCENT	 VOLTAGE RIPPLO - 5.00E-01 PERCENT
LOAD REQUIREMENT POW-.9 . 1.6QO9,QQ WATTS_1 p-,__
DUTY CYCLE - 10.00E OL PERCENT	 IMPEDANCE - 1.29`6 	 06 OHMS
RESTRICTION FLAG -	 12
LOAD REQUIREMENT
	
2 '1
NCMINAL VOLTAGE - L4440E 03 VOLTS k
VOLTAGE R11GULAfION - 5.00E-01 PC,RCENT
	
VOLTAGE RIPPLE = S.00E° COIPERCENTM
LOAD REUUIREMENT POWER a 4.800E 00 WATTS
DUTY CYCLE = 10.COE OL PERCENT 	 IMPEDANCE = 3.741E Ua
RESTRICTION FLAG -
	
12 .^
LOAD REQUIREMENT	 3
NCMINAL VOLTAGE. as
 
6.50111E af t VOLTS
VOLTAGE REGULATION - 5.00E-01 PERCENT
	
VOLTAGE AIPPLE -,5.00E-01 „PiEFtCEHT”
LOAD REQUIREMENT POWER -
	
^-706 OL WATTS 1
DUTY CYCLE	 10 COE 01 PERCENT
	
tMPeDANCE : 1.124E 04 OHMS
RESTRICTIONN FLAG - 	 t7
LOAD REQ UIREMENT	 4 r
NCMINAL VOLTAGE - 6.200E 02 VOLTS
VOLTAGE REGULATICN - 5.03E- 91 PERCENT	 VOLTAGE RIPPLE	 5.00E-01 PERCONI'
LOAD REQUIREMENT POWER - 4.000E-02 WATTS
DUTY CYCLE - 10.COE C1 PERCENT	 IMPEDANCE - 9.,610E 06 OHMS
RESTRICTION FLAG -	 12 C
LUAU REQUIREMENT	 5
NCMINAL VOLTAGE - 5.700E 02 VOLTS
VULiAGE REtiULATIGN = 5.00E-01 PERCENT	 VOLTAGE RIPPLE - 5.00E -01 PERCENT
LOAD REQUIREMENT POWER - 4.O0GE•-C1 WATTS
UUTY CYCLE ;,	 10.00E 01 PERCENT	 01FEDANCE m 8.122E 05 OHMS
RESTRICTI ON FLAG w	 12
LOAD REQUIREMENT	 E
NCMINAL VOLTAGE - 5.500E 02 VOLTS s
VOLTAGE REGULATICN = 5.00E-01 PERCENT
	
VOLTAGE RIPPLE m -5.00E-0I PERCENT' f.
LOAD REQUIREMENT POWE.F, - 7.160E 01WATTS 3	 1DUTY CYCLE -
	 10.COE G1 PERCENT 	 IMPEDANCE. = 4.225E 03 OHMS
RE5TRLGTION F LAG -	 12
LOAD REQUIIVNENT	 T
n
NCMINAL VOLTAGE - 3.550E 02 VCLTS
VOLTAGE REGULATICN = 5.00E-01 (P ERCENT	 VOLTAGE RIPPLE - 5.QOE-01 PE RCENT
LOAD REQUIREMENT POWER s 3.600E CO WATTS stz[
DUTY CYCLE = IO.COE 01 PERCENT	 IMPEDANCE - 3 .50LE 04 OHMS
RESTRICTION FLAG a	 12
LUAU REQUIREMENT
	
B 1
'INOMINAL VOLTAGE = 2.800E C1 VOLTS'
VOLTAGE REGULATICN n 1.50E 01 PERCENT
	
VOLTAGE RIPPLE	 5.30E-01 PERCENT
LUAO REQUIREMENT POWER n 3.500E CO WATTS
DUTY CYCLE = 10.COE O L PERCENT ' 	 IMPEDANCE n- 2.240E 02 OHMS v;RESTRICTION FLAG -	 D
3 -4
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Table 6. Mission I - Evaluation-Only Printout (Continued)
I
L010 REQUIREMENT	 S
NOMINAL VAILTACE w 29800E 01 VOLTS
VOLTAGE REGULATICN A 3406 00 PERCENT	 VOLTAGE RIPPLE w 5o00E-01 PERCENT
LOAD REQUIREMENT POWER a 2.400E CO WATTS.,
DUTY CYCLE - 1040E OL PERCENT
	
IMPEDANCE m 3 * 267E 02 OHMS
RESTRICTION FLAG x	 0
LOAD REQUIREMENT 10
NCMINAL VOLTAGE —1.500E 01 VOLTS
VOLTAGE REGULATION - 3,00E 00 PERCENT	 VOLTAGE RIPPLE	 5.00E­01 PERCENT
LUAU REQUIREMENT POWER m 2o500E 00 WATTS
DUTY CYCLE a, 10,COE 01 PERCENT	 IMPEDANCE a 9.000E 01 OHMS
RESTRICTIUM FLAG a	 0
LOAU REQUIREMENT 11
NOMINAL VOLTAGE n 1.500E 01 VOLTS
VOLTAGE AEGULATICN n 3.006 00 PERCENT	 VOLTAGE RIPPLE • 5o00E-01 PERCENT
LOAD REQUIREMENT POHE-R ^ 2 * 900E 00 WATTS ItDUTY CYCLE r. 10.00E 01 PERCENT	 IMPEDANCE	 To759E 01 OHMS
RESTRICTION FLAG x	 0
LOAD RE4UIRE , MeNt 12
WiMINAL VOLTAGE • 1.00ag 91 VOLTS
VOLTAGE REGULATION • 3o00E 00 PERCENT	 VOLTAGE RIPPLE	 5.00E-01 PERCENT
LAO REQUIREMENT POWER n 2.600E 00 WATTS
DUTY CYCLE - 10.COE 01 PERCENT	 IMPEDANCE w,jt8469
RESTRICTION FLAG
.
m	 0
LOAD REQUIREMENT 13
KiMINAI. VOLTAGE n -6.000E 00 VOLTS
VOLTAGE REGULATION x 3.00E 00 PERCENT
	 VOLTAGE R IPejf ^J POQE,-0 I PeROENT
LOAD REQUIR E MENT POWER = Io400E 00 WATTS
DUTY CYCLE •	 10.00E 01 PERCENT	 IMPEDANCE	 2.571.E 01 OHMS
RESTRICTION FLAG 4w .	 Q
LUAU REQUIREMENT 14
NOMINAL VOLTAGE a &.000E 00 VOLTS
VOLTAGE REGULATION Is 3.00E 00 PERCENT	 VOLTAGE RIPPLE	 5.00E-01 PERCENT
LOAD fEQUIREMENT POWER = 3.300E 00 WATTS
DUTY CYCLE - 	 10.00E OL PERCENT	 IMPEDANCE = 1.091E 01 OHMS
RESTRICTION FLAG m	 0
LOAD REQUIREMENT L5
NOMINAL VOLTAGE - 3oDOOE OC VOLTS
VOLTAGE REGULATICN a 5.00E-01 PERCENT
	 VOLTAGE RIPPLE - 5.00E-01 PERCENT
LOAD AkQUIREMENT POWER = LotBOE 01 WATTS
DUTY CYCLE x I0oO0E OL PERCENT	 IMPEDANCE	 5.357E-!0.1."j_
RESTRICTION FLAG w	 12
CONFIGURATION	 J_z
a 00000I
COOOO OOLOC	 J0100
2 COOOO 00100	 JOLOO
3 COGOO DOLOO	 JOIOO
4 COOCC COLOO	 40100
5 COCOO 00100	 JOIGO
6 C0000 C0100	 J0100
7 COOUO DO100	 JO100
15 Cocca 00100	 J0100
9 *COOOO D010O	 J0200
10 COOCC 00100	 J0200
L1 COOOC OOLOO	 J0200
LZ COOLO DOLOC	 J0200
13 COCOO 00106	 J0200
14 COOC 0 DOLOO	 J0200
—BATTERY DATA—
BATTERY LIFE	 4 * 600E C2 CYCLES	 CSUBD	 9.921E 00 AMP—HR
CISCHARGE.e.
	 CURRENT - 6.9791E 00 AMPS	 TEMP - 5.0600E 01 DEG F
CHARGE...	 CURRENT x 4.5I14E-01 AMPS	 TEMP a ?.aOCOE 01 OEG F
CHARGE EFFICIEhCY	 1.800E 01
3-49
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t
1
-BATUAY SIZING FEWkUn
CS.UBE * 1.080E 01 AMP-HR
__r
SMALIO n 6i,46"JE^-01 1/HRS 
T 
SMALIC a 4.547E-62 1/HMS R
RATED CAPACITY n 1 16QAL .0 AMP4	 M.
22 CELi,,S REQUIRED FOR BATTERY VOLTAIW . 2.8006 01 VOLTS
BATTERY WEIGHT . 4,000EV01 LBS
SOLAR ARRAY POW2# ,44054 02 MATT;.
DANK PERIOD a 1.1x26 CO HRS	 LIGHT PERIOD -+ 2.285E 01 HRS
EVALUATION RESULXS­_ 
	
CVERALL SYSTEM EFFICIENCT 	 7A90294M-, 1 ::	 .14NT ,
TOTAL SYSTEM WEIGHT	 9.71.9E 01 LOS
TOTAL SYSTEM OUTPUT POWER a 1.550E" 02jWATTS 4_^
FUNCTIONAL BLOCK
PC	
-)Qj ^a ^^ ,._P ,,
EFFICIENCY a 88.66E OO 7 WEIGHT n 1._4f0 U1 OS
FR;EQ a 4,000E-01 KC
FUNCTIONAL BLCCK-JQ2^'"
	
EFFICIENCY a 87.6.5E 00 PCT
	
WEIGHT = 4,109E 00 LBS
FR ,EQ a 4.000E-01 KC
FUNCTIONAL BLCCK -001-
EFFICIENCY A 89.16E 00 PCT W E IGHT.x J4 70 0-04-
FR.EQ
 n 4.000E-01 KC
2.
3.
CONFIGURATION I-9
8 C0000
1 CU000 00100 JO100
2 COODO 00100 JOIOC
3 00000 C0100 JOLOO
4 COOGO CO100 JO100
5 C0000 CO100 JOL00
6 CO000 COLGO J0100
7 CU000 00100 J0100
15_00000 00104 jolo0
9 C0000 D0200 J0200
10 CO000 00200 J0200
1L C0000 00200 40200
12 00000 CO200 JC200
,13 00000 00200 J0200
14 COOOO 00200 J0200
-BATTERY DATA
BATTERY LIFE n 4.600E 02 CYCLES	 CSUSO • 9.935E 00 AMP-HR
CISCHARGE... CURRENT s 6.9894E OO AMPS 	 TEMP m S.0000E 01 DEG F
CHARGE...	 CURRENT : 4.5180E-01 AMPS	 TEMP a 7.8000E 01 DEG P
CHARGE EFFICIENCY in 7.800E 01
-BATTERY SIZING RESULTS-
CSUBE - I.C81E OL AMP-HR
SMALIO a 6.463E-01 1/hRS	 SMALIC a 4.547E-02 VHR5
i
RATED CAPACITY m 1.608E 01 AMP-NN	 j	
0
22 CELLS REQUIRED FOR BATTERY VOLTAGE = 2.800E 01 VOLTS
BATTERY WEIGHT = 5.014E 01 LOS
Table 6. Mission x „ Evaluation-Only Printout ( Continued)
..01ALLIA,110N..: RES ULTS
CVERALL SYSTEM EFFICIENCY n 73.9130709-01 PERCENT.:
TOTAL SYSTEM WEIGHT n 9.900E 01 LOS
TOTAL SYSTEM OUTPUT POWER - 1.550E 02 WATTS
1, FUNCTIONAL BLOCK
	
-402-
EOkIENCY r 87.-65E 00 PCT	 NE1 HT n 44.109E 00 LBS
FKEQ n 4.000E-01 AC
2, FUNCTIONAL BLOCK
	
-002—
EFFICIENCY P 88.19E 00 PCT
	
WEIGHT n 2.011E 00 LOS
FR.EQ = 4-10004-PLU, .,.
3. FUNCTIONAL BLOCK	 -JO1-
EFF€C â ENCY n 88,66E 90 PCT._	 WE190	 _1	 M Q1 05FICEQ = 4.000 E-01 KC
4. FUNCTIONAL .N	
-004'	 ^,-.	 ,...
EFFICIENCY - 89.12E 00 PCT	 WEIGHT - 1,270E 01 L85
FKEQ . 4.000E-01 KC
CONFIGURATION 1-4
8 C0000
1 00600 OOI00 60100 HOLOO
2 COOOO 00100 GO100 HOIOG
3 00000 CO100 GOI00 H0100
4 00000 00100 60100 H0100
5 COGGO 00100 60100 H0100
6 00000 00106 00100 HOI00
AT C6000 0010Q GUIDO HO100
1S 00000 00100 GQ10n HOI00
9 00000 00100 GO100 H0200
10 COOOO 00100 00100 H02CO
11 COOOO 00100 G0100 H0200
12 00000 00100 GOIOO "0200
13 00009 00100 60100 H0206
14 COOCO 00100 60100 H0200'
-BATTERY DA,LA-
BATTERY LIFE	 4.600E 02 CYCLES	 CSUBO	 9.808E 00 AMP-HR
OISClTARGE. CURRENT : 1,.8996E 00 AMPS	 TEMPI = 5.0000E OL DEG^F
CHARGE...	 CURRENT n 4.4600E-OL AMPS	 TEMP n 7.6000E OL OEc _f,
CHARGE EFFICIENCY a 7.000E O1
-BATTERY SIZING RESULTS-,
CSUBE n 1.068E Ors AMP-HR
SMALIO n 6.463E-01 1.4"S	 SMALIC n 4.547E-02 VHRS
'RATED CAPACITY • L.5OTE 01 AMP—NR
22 CELLS REQUIRED FOR BATTERY VOLTAGE s 2.800E 01 VOLTS
BATTERY WEIGHT n 3.966E 01 IBS
SOLAR ARRAY POWER a 2.071E 02 WATTS
DARK PERIOD = 1.152E CO HRS	 LIGHT PERIOD = 2.28SE 01 HITS
id
(1
r.
Table b, Mi ,s ion Z - Evaluetion- Only Printout ( Continued)
Z.	 FUNCTIONAL. BLOCK -1101"
EFFICIENCY m 94.65E 00 PCT M UHT w 1.041E 00 LOS
FR.I:i} M 44006-01 KC
3.	 FUNCTIONAL, OLCCK -001-
OFFIC1ENCY . 94.84E OQ FC 'j	 LIE N .'`_--	 s'^ 4 99 AW
FR>EQ . 4.400E-01 XC
FUNCTIONAL
EFFICIENCY
	
1#^QCI4-- ^QOI
 o 09916E 00 PCT	 WEIGHT a	 1.341E 01 LOS
FR EQ 4.0000-01 KC
s	 ^
i
n
;.4
o
^L
SF
^C
Table 7. Mission I - Configuration Synthes s Printout
NO'AC L)iD REQUIREMENTS SPEC', ARQ
--^DAD_R¢QVIR Mj0T:.L-^ __
NOMINAL VOLTAGE n 1.440E 03 VOLTS
VOLTAGE' REGULATION n 5.DOE- 1 1 PERCENT	 VOLTAGE RIPPLE r 5.^"Lr -'11 PERCENT
L;A[ REQUIREMENT POWER r 1.601E rl WATTS
DUTY CYCLE	 1 t'.O^2	 P1 PERCENT	 IMPEDANCE * 1.296E 16 OHMS
RESTRICTI'}N FLAG n 12
LOAD REQUIREMENT 2
1r.,	v __ _ NTIMINAI v4 IAGE +^ 41 4 -.1
VOLTAGE 11HULATION # 5,P^E-'1 t PERCENT	 VOLTAGE RIPPLE	 S.Otti E-01 PERCENT
LOAD REQUIREMENT POWER r 4.80DE r? WATTS
SkTXA-y eLI-!.,VAg9E 
1-- CfiIONTFLAG a
^ Z NGE • +x.741 nR OHMS	 w»
LOAD REQUIREMENT 3
NOMINAL VOLTAGE a 6.510E n2 VOLTS
VOI TA :.H	 A--LQN	 PFi'':"?I P	 N	 ^- VI TA	 R IAPLF ,1 5.9	 41 p R I+.
LOAD REQUIREMENT POWER r 3. 760E P1 WATTS
DUTY CYCLE % 10`.00E 21 PERCENT 	 IMPEDANCE n 1.124E 04 OHMS
NOMINAL VOLTAGE r 6.200E '.2 VOLTS
VOLTAGE REGULATION r 5. 1 16- 21 PERCENT	 V"LTAGE RIP P LE * 5006-01 PERCENT
_I.RA,Q REg1VIPEME,NC 	 t`t+1g »r ..WATjS
	
. -6v--.
'DUTY
	
CLECY	 n 1r.nrE 01 PERCENT	 IMPEDANCE r 9.61i1t ^6	 S
RESTRICTIQN FLAG r 12
LOAD REQUIREMENT S
	
w ,^. •:. 	 NQ"NAL VO^TAGA ' ^"^T^'E ^ Y LTC,.. .
V^OLTAGP REGULATION r 5,0 1E-^1 PERCENT	 VOLTAGE RIPPLE ^ 54PE-R1 PERCENT
LOAD REQUI R EMENT POWER n 40OPE-r1 WATTS
nVTY ,CYCLF, it 1^.+'rE ^1- PERCENT	 tM(!EDAMCE r .5:.1T E ^SxQN $
RESTRICTION FLAG a 12
X
NOMINAL VOLTAGE n 5.5^0E n2 VOLTS
VOLTAGE REGULATION n 5.COE-11 PERCENT	 VOLTAGE RIPPLE	 50OF-r,1 PERCENT
t { OAP,p RCgUERFMENT POWER n 7t14QE :N WATTS
DUTY CYCLE
	
SD.r"E C1 PERCENT	 IMPEDANCE • 4#225E ^3 OHMS
PESTPICTION FLAG	 12
LOAD REQUIREMENT 7
NQ"NAI, VOLTA;f. r 3.55U,.AZ VOLTS
V6LT1GF REGULATION = 5.^ 1 E - 1 1 PERCENT	 VOLTAGE RIPPLE n 5.1rF.-'' 1 PERCENT
LOAD REQUI R RMENT POWER . 3.63^E rh WATTS
,PVjY CYC LE • .1^.. ^E "1 PERCENT	 IMPERANCE ! ,,1r ; .l;^ 14. OHMS
RESTRICTION FLAG n 12
LOAD REQUIREMENT 9	
tt
NOMINAL VOL'TA3E r 2.81PE rl VOLTS
VOLTAGE O PGULATJPN, x 1.3^E 1 1 PCPCE,NT	 YILTAGE,RIPPLE R S.OrE-^1 PERCENT
LOAD REQUIREMENT POWER a 3.5,11^E F1 WATTS
DUTY CYCLF n II.PPE "Y PERCENTIMPEDANCE n 2.24CE '2 OHMS:
RF,STRICTION FLAG	 r
LOAD REQUIREMENT 9
NOMINAL. VOLTAGE n `2.vrE ''• 1 VOLTS
`	 VOLTAGE PEGULATION n 3.!1?E 11 PERCENT	 VOLTAGE RIPPLE • 5.rOE-^1 PEAXENT
LOAD REQUIREMENT POWFA = 2.41 ,1 E C' WATTS
DUTY CYCLE - 1C.1111 "1 PERCENT
	
IMPEDANCE, . 3.267E 12 OHMS
PFST P ICTIQN FLA4 *	 C
3-53
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,)4FA} LIST^3000
THIS LIST EMPTY
)ATA LIST 4.o,
THIS LIST 'EMPTY
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Table 7. Miss ion I - Configuration Synthesis Printout
LOAD REQUIREMENT K
049-914U -CA	 a?E '1D PEnCtNT	 VnLtAGE AIPPLE * :.	 D1 !'E
cc
LOAD REQUIREMENT POWER a 7.51AE 0 WATTS
.—r `^^lca- ltdnu n t PE4 CENt
+^
. _ MP EO	 -0. s x ^'I
RESTRICTION PLATT	 D
i^ccx----
	
,•	 {..._..-. .v...-,^t.R.^RF
—='i.s•AL.+N:mR.t==?=
NOMINAL ' VOLTAGE * tolf	 D1 YOLTS
VOLTAGE REGULATION a S.G^E I13 PERCENT	 VOLT402 RIPPLE r MVE-0 1 PtRCINT
......_! pA _.R^'QUIREMEMI,T; RC)NMR a^VAA^ ^^^11'^____._,._..__.
OR`Y^CYCCE » - .4 f'E t'I PERCENT	 IMPEDANCE n T.T59E E'1 OHMS
AESTRICTION #LAG n 	 0
L240 REQUIREMENT 12
--	
!4MINA,l, yol,T!4" * A" D, 1 yr
VOLTAGE —REGULATION R 3•DDE 9A PERCEN+
	
vr"- TAGE R IPPt;E K S,!f0 . •41t PERCEN
LOAD REQUIREMENT POWER . 2.600E CO WATTS
aUTY G YCLE n 1t1.^n	 I plsR.. I! T^. ^_ Ma^ p ►L 	".
	 6^ :^	 M
RESTRICTION 'FLAG '- p 	 0
^^^_ .emu>.„^^-.,^-^,._-._._.	 _ ..^ ^	 ^•	 ..^.,,.,^
LOAD AL* pU[aEMENT 13 -
NOMINAL VOLTAGE — 6r00nE DS VOLTS
VCILTA^E R^(fU1^,ATI,QN,^• ?Il rvn^pn p P^1^HT	 V^LYAI;► ^4?P".^,',^,^.C.f,1^^.
LOAD REQUIREMENT POWER 1I 1.40PE Pfl WATTS
DUTY CYCLE r 10 *00E 01 PERCENT
	 IMPEDANCE . 2.511E 01 ONM IS
a rR_It t Q	 A	 7
A ^^^ d ^ ^^ ^a^Q,. A^QUI^E!^ENT, ^^ ► 	 _ _, .. ^	 rt ..£^
	
^r..-
NOMINAL VPLTAGE * 60 10E QO VOLTS
VOLTAGE REGULATION M S.00E 10 PERCENT	 VftLTAGE RIPPLE S.DAE-01
 'AERCENT
s r.	 .^S11A0 RI 11 R MENY f^QWI nom, ^ AyF, jq.y,A L,TS,	 ...._,.^
DUTY CYCLE • ^',P.rPE 111 PERCENT
	 IMPEDANCE n 1.?a LE ^'1 OHMS
RESTRICTION FLAG	 q
LOAD REQUIREMENT 1S
V00AGE A.GULATION R 5. 41 E- 11 1 PERCENT	 VnLTAGE RIPPLE• 6.00E=r1 PERCENT
LOAD REQUIREMENT POWER.. 1.681E r! WATTS
AU 1 Y, YWIF • ln •r "F %'I POW—.» ^[hPEQANC.I1,-,w.$.)5ZL^L^	 ^...
RESTRICTION FLAG
	 it
a4TA. LIST 1.10.
i	 -DAD REQUIP"W 5	 0C
RQgtjI_aE M E NT
 .<<e.	 _PC
I,	 LOAD REQUIREMENT 3
	 OC
4.	 LOAD REQUIREMENT 2	 OC
5	 J.Q-AP REOU IRr 1IENT I	 0C
6.	 LOAD REQUIREMENT 15 	 DC
7,	 LOAD REQUIPEMEMY T	 DC
90 "	^OAq AtQUtp SMEyT i.	 OC
DATA LIST
THIS LIST EMPTY
Table 7. Mission I - Configuration Synthesis Printout
DATA LIST I.rr
Y4IS LIST EMPTY
.x 	-
DATA LIST b^..
THI S LIST E4PTY
J 4T A-L 1iS`T 7. r
1.	 LOAD RrOVIREMO V 	 D	 DC
30	 LOAD AEQUIREMENT
	
9
4.	 LOAD A QUIREMENT In	 DC
"6	 CtIIRM4IT^LZ' rt oCLOAD 0E70	 LOAD REQUIREMENT 13 	 DC
PREOUE C'Y A IGNrA	 j:IA13LM
1	 z	 S	 4 5 6	 T	 N 9 10
fy	 O r 	 #1 Ce	 0*	 A.	 D. D.
D. N_ I'r	 [)•	 D^	 ^• Or
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TOTAL LSYSTEM OUTPUT -VOQ`­E4_'W 1.350E 42 WATTS
1. FUNCTIONAL BLOCK	 -005-
"^``^	
.^. EFFICIf-REY '_ n 8^► «74E OR PCT	 WEIGHT n 	 1.732E 00 LOS»
FREQ n 4.000E-01 KC
2.	 - ^ FAffj 7NAL OLOCK -004-
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_-BATTERY,SIXING IIESUkT_ -_
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orbit ma;ntai.ns a unique relationship relative to the sun and earth. For
certain mission requirements, a noon.-midnight sun-synchronous orbit can
be selected which provides good photography for about one-half of every
revolution. Conversely, twilight sun-synchronous orbits can be established
in which the satellite is never in the shadow of the earth, eliminating the
need for energy storage (batteries, etc, ) if solar power is used. Orbits
having any ratio of dark to light between these two extremes can be
achieved by choosing the proper launch time. Phase I study considered
only the two extreme cases, noon-midnight and twilight sun- synchronous
orbits.
Evaluation-Only runs were made for the five Phase I study configura-
tions for both orbit cases. Because the elimination of the battery does not
affect the computer synthesis, the synthesis run considered only the noon-
midnight case. The changes in bus power, solar array size, and weight
for the twilight orbit case are easily determined from the noon-midnight
orbit calculations. Table 9 summarizes the system efficiencies and
weights for the 5 configurations from the Phase I study and the 20 com-
puter synthesized configurations. Again, each group is listed in
descending; order of percent of system efficiency. The system weights
are much lighter for the twilight orbit because a battery is not required.
The results of the computer analyses for the Evaluation-Only runs
compare very favorably with the Phase I values. The small differences
are attributed to the linear interpolation process of the computer and the
updating of the original do-dc converter parametric data. This updating
occurred during Phase I but after the mission evaluations had been com-
pleted. The computer values are considered to be ,.,more representative
because of this updating. Table 10 provides the computer printout for
configurations II-3 and II-5, covering both orbit cases of the Evaluation-
Only runs. Table 11 is a partial printout from the computer synthesis
representing the higher efficiency configurations.
The computer configuration synthesis produced 9 to 14 higher
efficiency configurations than the Phase 7 study. Also, lighter weight
systems were derived. It is believed that slight modifications in the con-
figuration synthesis logic could produce a larger quantity of the higher
efficiency configurations replacing the low ,efficiency ones like those
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Table 10. Mission Il Evaluation-Only Printout
it,
_AA"
NOMINAL VOLTAGE n 1.130E 02 VOLTS
	
VOLTAGE REGULATION n 64" O1 PERCENT	 FREQUENCY REGJLATION t.00E 00 ONCEMT
DUTY CYCLE r 10.00E 01 PERCENT
	
IMPEDANCE n 6,612E 02 OHMS
	
FREQUENCY - 4.U3E J2 CYCLES
	
PHASE r I
W.E.4_EA .XW'k - 000 -Al
RES'TRIC.TION FLAG w 11
LOAD PEOU(AENFNT 9
NOMINAL VOLTAnU w 1.150E 02 VOLTS
.. 	1Ctl;.JL^liLIL.A1^1^1 ,1' .1 .75E Q! 2FR rr_ IO N	 n R61rFNT
LOAD REQUIREMENT POWER - 1.000E 01 WATTS
DUTY CYCLE n 10.00E 01 PERCENT
	
IMPEDANCE n 1.322E 03 04MSF
	 C.1^w,__A..00F n 2_CYCE FS	 -pHArr	 I	 .
POWER FACTOR • *^.N7F,-'i
RESTRICTION FLAG - 11
LOAD REQUIREMENT 12
	
VOLTAGE REGULATION n 1.75E G1 PERCENT
	 'FREQUENCY REGULATION
	 1.0r'E 00 PERCENT
LOAD REQUIREMENT POWER n 1.500E 01 WATTS
	
FREQUENCY - 4.00E 02 CYCLES
	 PHASE - 2
POWER FACTOR - 5900E-01
RF S TR I f;^'„^N EI„AGFi ^ ,,,1,1
F Ali.. 77
NOMINAL VOLTAGE w 6.000E 00 VOLTS
	
VOLTAGE REGULATION n 3.00E QO PERCENT	 FREQUENCY REGULATION - 1.OQE 00 PERCENT
pn 4Fe U .1iLE Et enWER n R_AAQF nn WATTS
-	
D•1TY CYCLE - 10.00E 01 PERCENT
	
IMPEDANCE n 7.200E 01 OHMS
	
FREQUENCY . 4.C.)F 92 CYCLER	 PHASE n 1
.^ .	 1y_
RESTRICTION FLAG n 11
Or 1nAn RFQ111RFMFNT$
f nA0 RFd11IRPMENT 1
NOMINAL VIl1,TAGE n 5.uO. E 03 VOLTS
VOLTAGE REGULATION - 1.00E O1 PERCENT	 V%TAt E RIP PLE n 5.00E-01 PERCENT
___^.^___. .,.LDAD..RE QUJAtf J N T Ph	 ti . ^i rr.E f1 1 ,,NA T] S_
n 	 I)ouTY C`,'l.k,c	 1^^.00E O1 PERCENT	 IM EDANCF = 4167F .1 7 OHMS
RE;STP ICTIQN FLAG - 13
LOAD REQUIREMENT 2
_.. ,.. _.^	 _,_t9 M.LUA.L...31 O TAI	 ! _J C.GG.E..0 "1-.V I IS
VOI.TAGE REGULATION - I.;6C C) Pe r CENT	 VOLTAGE FIPPLE = 5.00E-01 PERCENT
LOAD REQUIREMENT POWER = l.uw + E-v1 WATTS
n_ITV ..I^vr.1 F S 4_j j)t:E a1 ,:.P EPC.F	 _ _ fMbr.nANrr a 1.Clnf-'r 17 MH4S
	
RESTRICTION FLAT', _ 	 1
LOAD REQUIREMENT 3
NOMINAL VOLTAGE --9.400F. "2 VnLTg
-.. %/ )I TAnk AEGIIL AT ION n -.:.kE-%1 F'.ERG^LT	 11 LTA GE P I P i F. - n„7rF- n 1 PFRrEU _..
LOAD REQUIREMENT POWER + 9.400E JO WATTS
DUTY CYCLE n IO.00E 01 PERCENT	 IMPFDANCF p 9.400E 04 OHMS
RF_gTAirTlnN KLAA. 1 12
.
t
F	 ^
I n	 ` 
NOMINAL VOLTAGE --5.45OF C2 VOLTS
VOLTAGE REGULATION • 1.00E C,+ PERCENT	 VOLTAGE RIPPLE n 54CE-C1 PERCENT
_ . . _,. _ : ^ 1DA t1 AEDIILA ElS.EI P_t1WE EL ri,^1. 5 f.0 E .111 WATT”
DUTY CYCLE• n ku C"Cr J1 PFRCEJT	 IMPEDANCE	 1.98CE C4 OHMS
1ESTRICTION FLAG = 12
LOAD REQUIREMENT 5
.,^... ^	 ._AtOMlll^LILOLLpGE.,.f,.:^..,50O.E.Aa vnI rs	 .,^..	 •—,..---._._.	 .^..._-_..._: -
VJLTA;,E REGULATION = 3.00F G, PE11GENT 	 VOLTAGE PIP RLE = 5.0';E-01 PERCENT
LOAn rEC• UIREMENT POWFR = 1.CC^E-01 WATTS
,=,Y .C.ICLLE. _: Lt,- ^Or tit eEALE^LL. ,... IMPFnA j^iGE ..^, ?. t'75F .:.b.QHMS, .
RESTRICTION FLAG	 0
Table M Mission II - Evaluation-Only Printout (Continued)
NOMINAL VOLTAGE a 3s000L 02 VOLTS
VOLTAGE REGULATION a 3.00E 00 PERCENT
	 V01.V'AGE RIPPLE * 1.00E -01 P"ClIff
....,...,._._ .-. J r A n	 J LAE11lAI =,PA1d	 . A^O s^ A n u. ,.
	 . .
DUTY CYCLE * 10.00E 01 PERCENT
	 IMPEDANCE v= 1.8000 04 OHMS
RESTRICTION FLAG a 13
LOAD REQUIREMENT T
ON !k101.IAG
	
.1.00£ JJ2b...
VOLTAGE REGULATION n 3.04E 00 PERCENT	 VOLTAGE PIPP'.E x 5.CCE-01 PERCENT
LOAD REQUIREMENT POWER w 1.0009-01 WATTS
-.4	 G :1: ►11 ^^PEfR.C.F.A1T- =__4X t0ANCE.a.,2-250E .,O.t2kSit . ^,..,.
RESTRILTION FLAG w	 0
LOAD RFQUIREMENT IC
NOMINAL VOLTAGE - 0.000E Cl VOLTS
LOAD REQUIREMENT POWER - 4.000E-01 WATTS
DUTY CYCLE a 10,00E 01 PER	 NC! r I.MOOE 04 OHMS
NOMINAL VOLTAGE n 5.000E 01 VOLTS
VOLTAGE REGULATION	 3.00E 00 PERCENT
	 VOLTAGE RIPPLE - S•ODE+-01 PERCENT
DUTY CYCLE R 10.00E 01 PERCENT
	 IMPEDANCE * 8,333E 03 OHMS
RESTRICTION FLAG	 3
F
LOAD REQUIREMENT 13
VOLTAGE REGULATION . 24OF 01 PERCENT	 VOLTAGE RIPPLE • 5.00E-C1 PERCENT
LOAD REQUIREMENT POWER - 1.000E 01 WATTS
,-Wr y, jrVrj 6: 0
. E.111. t1EliCE N .^  ._.. 11llt En4tlG E.s,J.a &
RESTRICTION FLAG n 	 0
s,
^t
i
NOMINAL VdLTACiE * 2.800E 01 VOLTS
VOLTAGE REGULATION * 2.00E 03 PFRCENT 	 VOLTAGE RIPPLE • 5400-01 PERCENT
:1AO_.RfjQLG; P	 - 0 2ME O x..Ji A TS t
DUTY CYCLE w 1G.CC6 .11 P ERCENT
	
IMPE04NCF w 6.533E `1 OHMS
RESTR ICTIO"1- FLAG
1#01`0 REQUIREMENT 15
_hDK.LK A1 VD LLAU, a
VOLTAGE REGULATION n 3.0 1`E 00 PERCENT	 VOLTAGE RIPPLF - 5.0CE-01 PFRCENT
LOAD REQUIREMENT POWER n 340n E OC WATTS
lu1TY CYCLE - in-An n1 o r ENT	 n9 nu4e
RESTRICTION FLAG	 0
LOAC REQUIREMENT 16
NOMINAL VOLTAGE •-2.CLCF t1 V LTS
al_IAf,L• -	 n A-nUF tilY..PFhrrNT	 ...V'L_ThArm R IPL' i r r S,,QiF -n.t PcarFMZ
LOAD REQUIREMENT POWER - 3.000E *CO WATTS
DUTY fYCLE - 10.00E 01 PERCENT
	
IMPEDANCE * 1.833E 02 OHMS
	
IIA0^9EClu taFHt•Nr .L?. ^.,a.,..._...	 ^^ «.»_-	 .«•
NOMINAI, VOLTAGE r 1.600E 01 VOLTS
V.)LTAGE REGULATION . 3.0;E 0j PERCFNT 	 VOLTAGE RIPPLE • S.00E-01 PERCENT
WAD RE U1.BEJ' fAT.,P_nWE - 2. Q.0b r 0 1 WATTS
:)JTY CYCLE	 10.00F 01 PERCENT	 IMPEDANCE 4 1.280E C1 OHMS
RESTRICTIfi'V FLAI;,
LOAD REQUIREMENT 10
_MOMINA1_.XO1.TAGt• ...x.;.L.bIIOE».U_V f 9 IS
VOLTAGE REGULATION = 3.0F G) P ERCENT	 V",LTAGE RIPPLE = S.00E-C1 PFRCFNT
LnAD REQUIRE M',NT PlWhk = 9.000F .'.k WATTS
	
_ mUTY CYCLE ._n. 10_nf.g Z1 PERC "JZ	 YMPEDA^1f.E,;!^: 3^2O01r , G1._f1H ►^ 5^ , .. , ...,..
9ESTFICTION FLAG :	 {
NOMINAL VOLTAGE = 1,20OF 01 VOLTS
VOLTAGE REGULATION I 3.COE 0) P ERCENT	 VOLTAGE RIPPLE - S.00F401 PERCENT
.. - , .... _JLOAO._	 N.L P.C111E —!- ,5.:=E.. L wATTt
DUTY CYCLE x 10.00E 01 PERCENT140,001 0E = 2.$SOP 01 OHMS
RESTR ICTIO'4 FLAG a
3-b4
.. _	 .... e
	
A	 xwe ., a'
Wr	 x a..c	 r.	 ^e dRa..iru._t	 _ __
Table 10. Mission II w Evaluation-Only Printout (Continued)
LOAD REQUIREMENT 21
1^-VttL^^
VOLTAGE REGULATION +^ 3.0 E 00 PERCENT	 VOLTAGE RIPPLE	 4.OGE-01 PERCENT'
LOAD REOVIRCMENT POWfk , 7,000E 00 NATTS
5,163E
RESTRICTION FLAG w	 0
LOAD REQUIREMENT 21
NOMINAL VOLTAGE *-6.00OE 00 VOLTS
Vill T"A41—A.L^111.ALIDL.. 	 '- LEtl'L.^.^..,	 1	 G^l. t'P^rcNr
LOAD REOUIREMFNT POWER • 5.0000 00 FIATTL
DUTY CYCLE a 10 * OPE 01 PERCENT	 IMPEDANCE a 7400F, 00 OHMS
r	 NOMINAL VOLTAGE w 4.200E 00 VOLTS
VOLTAGE REGULATION * 3.00E O? PERCENT	 VOLTAGE RIPPLE • 5,00E-01, PERCENT
L1IAEMF,NJ1lAYE AQ F n ► rIAT r 	 -
DUTY CYCLE a 10.00E J1 PERCENT	 IMPEDANCE w 1.357E 00 0H4S
RESTRICTION FLAG n 	 L
.aG NE.1:.UAA1,IJnN Z-_,5.w,.^ NOON-MIDNIGHT
.1 11	 COA1,11
11 COOO6 noloo JOIOO
14 C Or C .
•,
00104 JOIOO
-.15. 1	 ;;;
t15	 Ccn., , n o to,, jot u,.
17 COOCae =100 JOIOJ
Iarmno^. fin 1:;
j	 19 CGOdv 06100 JOIOO
?0 CrOO^ ()V 1.00 JOI03
k3 CrOZC r!'.1(, JnIC
1	 CL`+ D'i tl, 001L' . H(It1iw
x
., AC.	 .
5 CCGG"„ Do two Gn1,'1 H0100
6 C000C 0L100 GnIO' HO109
-^ x.L Dt1.1C ... W3Q.1.-GD 1 G..:._ ldIIl 11G ..^.
1 C. CC OOLCu GOIL H020C
4 C.CO1 t. OCICO Gn1C1 H0200
A CUOU, DU 100 GC 10.1
9	 t;L'Uy; VcicL G014,
. 1 2	 rrnn,: nn le.
ae	 c.r46 :. Drat", 3OILJ
.^..+w...wu e<;s»..	 _... wa^wasvw.a. a.^..^ 	 _.	 eaT!fe	 u	 w	 :-
4ATTEKY LIFE	 n	 1.447V	 54 CYCLES
	 CSU6D
	
5.911F. 0
	 AMP-HR
CISCHARGB.., 	 CURPrNT a 70136f	 00 AMPS
	 TEMP n 5.0000E 01 DEG F
.	 _	 GHeAGE...,- .^ _. Gt1kJtENI;,
	 .'s6AHE..C1D.^' 1'S._
	 E111'..^,.1.1!(1tin E .Q I nEr, E
»
CHAPr,E	 EFFICIENCY	 w	 9.5'»t: C1.
CSUrIF. a 5.644E 0, AMP-HR
SMALID
	 1.246[ OC 1/HAS	 SMALIC n 7.716E-01 i/HRS
22 C LLS PPOUIRrD FCk BATTERY VOLTAGE . 2.80CE C1 VOLTS
,.,:-.	 . .....,.., ,...^...._.^.,_,^. n-. .<..,_..__..,'...,..-_ate
BATTERY 'WEIGHT a 8. 54E 121 LHS
,. ....
	 .► _ ,-
	
...___SIILA.R._A AtL y anuFa ! 1-467F, 	 _	
-- , .-......
QAJr O FilOn a i.991 -01 HPS
	 LIGHT PERIOD w 1.12,2E 01 HPS
.._ ..^...
	 _. -0.	 Val 1IAfi#n Af,.l;FSl1 ► TS	
.....	
-.... ,^.,..._.........
nvFS;AII S.Y y IEA EEC.(L1E.Nf.1L.,a+._4A-172i:)aF-nI pLPrEwT
r	 p;
TOTAL SYcTE 4I WEIGHT w 1.451E 02 LOS
T,1TAL SYST1,M CUTPVT P 13WER a 1.67L -* 0? WATTS
3.65
.,, _	 -	 , e' " .. .,	 3 	 iaas...^	
t	 i .e.::^:r"i`"s.'^s	 ^;^ti[^:..^v^..-aa.	 5	 .,.s.....^..
»a,
Fable W. Mission 11 .. Evaluation-Only ,printout (Continued)
WICIENCY a 13.30E 00 OCT WIGHT * 3 Od91 .01 LOS
WO ! 44001-01 KC
r
20	 FUKTIONAL BLOCK -H01-
EFFICIENCY a 92.54E OU PCT	 WEIGHT * 1*636I-01 LEIS'
34 	 FUNCTIONAL. BLOCK -001-
cif	
,n ^cx	 s taawl-1-2	 a, i...Oki
FREQ = 4.000E-01 KC
EFFICIENCY • 88•33E 00 PCT	 WEIGHT a 1,160E 01 LIS
FAEO y 4#OODE-91 KC
x.	 FUNCTIONAL OLCCK -D01-
EFFICIENCY * 09.17E 00 PCT	 MIGHT w 1.395E 01 LOS
NOON-MIDNIGHT'
9^9t
i^
I
11 0 00 00 00104 1',0100 "0100
14 C000N OCIOU GOICO HO100
to Cnuat 004J GO100 HO100
17 COOV 00100 60100 "0100
—I.a cr.,	 al~LQ
19 rr,1'Gw DaIO0 40100 HO100
20 C0000 DU100 GO100 H0100
23 COOOO Dtl1C0 G0100 HOLOO
I C'"004 00100 GO100 H0200
._2..GAG1 GD^..,
5 00004 00IGv 60100 H0200
6 G000r DO100 GOI00 H0200
3 rn( 4u VDIOU GO1 00 H0300
4 E',QO:i^ DO 100 GO100 H0300
A	 -CC00r Dr10d GO100
9 C000G 0p 10a GOIOU
2?. CII00. 	 of! IOU GOIc'.
	
BATTERY LIFT a 1,447E 04 CYCLES	 CSLISD	 5,886 1y Or A"P- HR
	DISCHARGE... CUkRENT - 7.2029E 00 AMPS
	 TEMP n 5.QOOOF 01 DEG F
..., WLNLRL
	
	 ENL rPC	 Trmp w?=11eA1)E.O1 nsrR *
CHAk6E EFFICIENCY - 9,500E 01
CSUA r x 5.620F Or. AMP-HR
SMALID • 1.296E 00 I/HRS
	 SMALIC n 7.716E:-01 1/HRS
	
^.....__.,.....m-RI^IFn r.ADlt_fTY r i -&_	 - I AMP-Ha	
..
22 C[L0 kkCUIRE; D FnR BATTERY VOLTAGE a 2000E 01 VOLTS
BATTERY WFIGHT « 8.152E PI LBS
POWEQ 0 a.4 41 PG nr WAIT&
F)AAK PERIOD n 5.95r,E-r1 ►+RS	 LIGHT P ERIOD • 1.122E 0w HRS
w,aWL9ALL,.Y1I.r.,%, Cf E I t  1F t:CY.. lc> hA.3 Z51 .1hE 1..	
.....
TOTAL SYSTEM WE IGHT - 1.357F .i2 LBS'
TOTAL SYiTCH Ot1ToUT PgWb p « I.6M 12 WATTS
EFFICIFNCY
	 9S*30E 00 OCT
	 WEIGHT
	 3.039E-01 LOS
FRFA r 4.000E-:1 KC
3-66`
t, E
a	 ...^ ^'^.e^.a. ^:^	
.y,^,.ui.i►v'iiPl'i'—_^,	
.may...
	 °.`. rd2._Sw..^,,ca^:.,.vr.-^, 	 .^.
arable W. Mission .0 - Evaluation-Only Printout (Continued)
^._.,	
FUNCTIONAL 5LCCK	 -1101-
WICIENCY n 92.54E 00 PCT	 WE IGHY 11 t.®31 -m1 Los
3r	 FUNCTIONAL $LOCK	 -HOI-
_
FASO * 4,00IF-Al KC
UtIC3'
EFFICI ENCY + 9444E 00 PCT	 WEIGHT y
.	 -.^.
4.x4TE
	
$„Vi1	
^
6
PASO .* 4+00CF-41 KC o	 .
50	 FUNCTIONAL 01,OCK	 -001-
EFFICIENCY s 89.14E N PCT	 Ut-10HT - 1.39OF 01'to5
nr ee	 t	 we
«-TWILIC;HT
11 0000
1	 orx)i'00 JAIoo
14 00000
	 00100 J0100
1S C	 o	 1
G4 O^p010^
00,
J01r00
17 C0000	 notoo JOIDO
-14.	 0 0	 1 .,	 m«19 CtlO 0	 nOLOO J 100
90 C0000	 DO100 J01OO
^	 ”`	 Q.
21
D^11G0 OI
•	 1 C0006	 Dntoo Oo10o HOI00
_.? EQj0 _mjQp 110 H0100
6 C0000	 00100 00100 NOloo
CCOoo	 00100 GO100 H0too
T , .1: .QO 2 _ D -3 CnO '0	 nnL0J G0100 H0200
4 00000	 00100 on too 110200
.10 cGooc	 on1o6
__TjjUQ+I.? 2^QSl^i
A COOOO	 00100 GOL00
9 C0000	 00100 G0100
12 C I^NIQQ_,,,p0100
-2? co 00	 Oot00 G0100
TOTAL SYSTEM! WEIGHT 	 4.900E 01 LDS
--i..,..	 %•	 ^ .,, •TIICIIC_ YSTEM 6_R%1T'POWER 	 1,bTOwl^ t 02 MMT^5
-- • CWEIGHTEFFICIENCY m 93.U3 0 000 PCT	 30. 1 e9E-6L L59
FRED * 4r000E-01 KC
%m-	 %t .r .<	 ,y•.a.s
z'.
ewq +!!!war"	 >xiwas.w r•i♦ P+	 w.a«^mexww_
 Oda a
	
i.,...ivatir
	
.+m, b . .vw•a.w.rovmmw. sir
FUNCTIONAL DLda	 -HQt-
EFFICIENCY • 92.54E 00 PCT	 WEIGHT n 1.93$@m0l LDS
FRF.O n !G._09_ 7!1 L KC
3. FUNCTIONAL BLOCK	 -GOt-
.^ _..- :-........ . E1= & ►IL",-?^t!:^.20.I	 4^^f13.^.z.	 QO 1,et
FRED n 4.00OF,-01 KC
^.., ,	 ;t. ._...	 ....	 ...r . d	 .FUKTIONAL,Df.QCj(_ 	 'JQI".	 ,.,..^	 ._..^..-..-
EFFICIENCY n 68.53E 00 PCT	 WEIGHT	 1.1$OE-01 LDS
FREO r 4.060E-01 KC
S. FUNCTIONAL BLOCK	 -001-=
EFFICIENCY n 89.1TE 00 Ff T	 WEIGHT . L.395F 31 IDS
FNEQ n 	 4
.001(-9k. KG
	 .r•_....,. n., i .•. __
.«,CI? ► GUKl^TJQ!t.. Z-,.... TWILIGHT'
17 t".n000 ,i
+)	 1t Gn000 Dot o
 t o iHntoo
14 Cr000 ontou Gniu Notoo
i i r.0000. DOWO GO103 Hnti00
16 c. co nn w. Gntcj Hdli.1
I T c000t. on tm! cn 10 t H6130
to GOCJ.- . ugtto mico Nfj1
19 0000c Onto ,, cnIon N11100
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Table W. Mission 1 - Evaluation-Only Printout (Continued)
`P
,[C Gn00O DOloo G0100 HO100
?1 CnoO.n„AP M-4M 1Q. 0o .
23 C0000 nntoo 60100 H0100
1 00000 00100 G0100 H0200
5 ;0000 on100 GO 100 H0200
b 011000 DO100 00100 040200
w 7 "0 &a_p_Q1QQ__QQ IIOJ_, 110200
3 00000 on10U Gn100 HU300
4 Cn000 On100 Gn100 Hn300
..I o C0n00 001 00 Gato
8 C0060 00100 00100
9 C000G 00100 G0100
J2 C0000 00100 GQ10.Q,,,__„,.
22 C0000 On100 60100
,RATJ_ERY,.S IZING , A9L RFgU_ TEQ,,,_,.
EVALUA.TIO	 RESULTS
,..	 QVERALL_AYSTFM EFFICIENCY =	 8^^894127E -01 PFRCENT
TOTAL SYSTEM WEIGHT = 4.001E 01 LBS
TOTAL SYSTEM OUTPUT POWER ;
	
1.6.70E 02 W
L. ,, FUNCTIONAL BLOCK
	 -H03-
EFFICIENCY 93.30E OO PCT	 WEIGHT = 3.089E-0I L95 ..
FRED = 4.000E-01 KC
2. FUNCTIONAL BLOCK	 ^H02-
EFFICIENCY = 92.54E 00 PCT	 WEIGHT = 1.836E-01 LBS
-.FRE D = 4.000E-01 KC
3. FUNCTIONAL BLOCK	 -HO1-
„-„ EFFJq!EN,GV=t 94.16E 00 PCT	 WEIGHT s 6.845E_01 LBS
FRED = 4.000E-C1 KC
»...	 _	 .. 4s	 ....» _.... FUNCTIONAL BLOCK	 -G01-
EFFICIENCY 94.64E 00 PCT	 WEIGHT m 4.547E 00 LBS_
FRFO = 4.000E-01 KC
5• FUNCTIONAL BLOCK	 -001-
EFFICIENCY = 89.16E 00 PCT	 WEIGHT = 1.390E 01 LBS
_	 .._ __
FREO ^_4.000EE-01 KC_
__
I
r
3Table It. Mission II - Configuration Synthesis Printout
DATA LIST 1...
10 LOAD REQUIREMENT 10 DC
2. LOAD REQUIREMENT M DC
3. LOAD REQUIREMENT 3 DC
49 LOAD REQUIREMENT I DCs. LOAD REQUIREMENT 6 DC.
DATA LIST 2...
1.	 LOAD REQUIREMENT 22	 AC
20	 LOAD REQUIREMENT 8 	 AC
3. LOAD REQUIREMENT 9	 AC
4. LOAD REQUIREMENT 12	 AC
DATA LIST 3...
THIS LIST EMPTY
DATA LIST h+..
THIS LIST EMPTY
uATA LIST 5...
THIS LIST VVTY
DATA LIST b...
1. LUAD REQUIREMENT	 5 DC
2. LOAD PEDUIREMENT
	 2
h
UC
DATA LIST 7. +.
I. LdAD REQUIREMENT 14 DC
2. LOAD REQUIREMENT 13 DC
3. LOAU REQUIREMENT 17 DC
4. LOAD REQUIREMENT 16 pC
5. LUAD REQUIREMENT 16 DC
6. LJAU REQUIREMENT 19 Dti
7. LOAD kkQUIREMkNT 23 DC
H. LOAN REQUIREMENT 15 UC
9 LOAD REQUIREMENT	 7 DC	 t
10. LUAU REQUIREMENT IL OC	 I
11. LOAU REQUIREMENT 2C DC	 i
12. LOAD REQUIREMENT 21 UL
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ITable It. Mission II - Configuration Synthesis Printout (Continued)
FREQUENCY ASSIGNMENT TABLE
1 2 2 4 S 6. 7 0 9 10
00 00 00 00 00 O. 00 00 00 00
4000000 4000000 0, 00 0. 00 0, 00 00 00
04 0• 00 s 00 0. 00 0, 04 06 00
0. 03 0u as 06 00 00 00 00 00
00 00 0• 00 00 00 0• 00 00 00
00 00 o9 o0 oo oe o. o. 0. 0.
SINGLE OUTPUT ELEMENT BINARY MATRIX
G *G 0 J GH +OG *GE DJ JF GHJ GEH OG14 *OGE	 DJF GEHF DGHF DGEH OGEHF
1 0 0 1 0 0 0 O 1 1 0 1 1	 0 1 1 1 1 L
2 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1	 0 1 1 1 1 1
3 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 .0 1 1	 0 1 1 1 1 1
4 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1	 0 1 1 1 1 19 0 0' 1 0 0 0. 0 1 1 0 L 1	 0 1 1 1 1 1
6 0 0 1 0 O 0 0 1 1 0 1 1	 0 1 1 1 1 l
7 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 t 1 0 1 1	 0 2 1 1 1 1
•	 A 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0	 1 0 0 0 0 0
9 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0	 1 0 0 0 0 0
10 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1	 0 1 1 1 1 l
11 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 L	 0 1 1 1 1 1
12 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 O 0 0 0 0	 1 0 0 0 0 0
13 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1	 0 1 1 1 L 1
14 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 L 1	 0 1 1 1 1 11S 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1	 0 1 1 1 1 1
16 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1	 0 1 1 1 1 1
17 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1	 0 1 1 l 1 1
to 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1	 0 1 1 1 1 119 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1	 0 l 1 1 1 1
20 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1	 0 1 1 1 1 121 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1	 0 1 1 I 1 1
22 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0	 1 0 0 0 0 0
23 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 L 1 0 Y 1	 0, 1 1 1 1 1
CUNF IGURAT (L"1 1
1 C00C 0 00111 JC211
3 Crrp UP`iil J^111
q CnC^C VIII J,)III
5 'C r^r 0^311
h C%K )" 0 111 J^2117	 C*1(;; , )'411
8 CI—P RT ;0^111 (mill
9	 C?`,1 C C J r, 111 G" 1 1 1
1:) CJD+'r 011111 J,111
11 C--r7'7 Dr'5II
t2	 G::Dtt. 0 1f Ii 6111.1
1s	 C.;C }C,
111 Crtnn . D''E(1 t
1:)	 C011 ? D0711
16 COO ^, 00711
17 G^nr-7 D^811
la	 c'i r:. 1),811
C:) rirr. p^A11
22 Di 111 C?111
23	 C . nr7" D"B11
-t,4TTERY DATA-
Y
hilltnY Llt-t
	 1.4i7t, `» CYCLES	 C^UiD = 5.632E Q' AMC
—HK
LISCHAF IL'
	 CJKRt*,NT	 p. 9759F	 AMPS	 TL-MP = 5. r '. 10F ':;1 DEi, F
c+	 LtIAI<t;i.... 	 W-iH NT = 3.'T'tio%L h a AMPS	 T1'MP = 7. U;0^ 1 E 1% 1 UcG F
.	
i
L11AKL,E FF'F (t it;NGY = H.5i c ;1
'r
bATTrttV SI ZING RESULTS	 ^I
C5U)E = x.4111: ,4 AMP-HR
SrIALW	 16269L • ' 1/tiRS	 SOMALI%	 7."78E-J1 1/11RS
1A)'LU CAVALIfY = 3.31.E f'1 AMP-HK
	 fi
22' <i:tLLS „6,4(J EJ Ft)P PATTLRY VUL'T•'li.E s	 . y "r, C '1 VULT5
i S .t
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Table: it, Mission II »
 Configuration Synthesis Printout (Continued)
BATTERY WEIGHT n 7.8666 01 LBS
SOLAR ARRAY POWER n 3.193E 02 oATTS
E 	 QO HASDARK PERIOD	 5.950E-01 HRS	 LIGHT PERIOD	 1.225	
s`	 EVALUATION RESULTS
,E
;I
I
1.
3.
4.
6.
7.
9.
10.
12.
,
f	 -13.
f
14.
OVERALL SYSTEM EFFICIENCY	 32.294903E-01 PERCENT
TOTAL SYSTEM WEIGHT = 1.478E 07 LDS
TOTAL SYSTEM OUTPUT POWER n 1.6701 02 WATTS
FUNCTIONAL BLOCK -DOB-
EFFICIENCY a 88.11E 00 PCT	 WEIGHT = 2.615E 00 LBS
FREQ = 4.000E-01 KC
FUNCTIONAL BLOCK -DOA-
EFFICIENCY a 88.09E 00 PCT	 WEIGHT a 2.568E 00 LBS
FREQ n 4.000E-01 KC
FUNCTIONAL BLOCK -009-
EFFICIENCY = 87.80E 00 PCT	 WEIGHT - 1.782E 00 LBS
FREQ • 4.000E-01 KC
FUNCTIONAL BLOCK -DO8-
EFFICIENCY K 88.39E 00 PCT	 WEIGHT = 3.712E 00 LBS
FREQ - 4 .000 E-01 KC
FUNCTIONAL BLOCK -D07-
EFFICIENCY = 87.85E 00 PCT	 WEIGHT = 1.950E 00 LBS
FREQ = 4.000E-01 KC
FUNCTIONAL BLOCK -006-
EFFICIENCY a. BB.O 9E 00 PCT
	
WEIGHT = 2.56¢E 00 LBS
FREQ = 4.000E-01 KC
FUNCTIONAL BLOCK -DO5-
EFFICIENCY = 86.66E 00 PCT	 WEIGHT = 9.952E-01 LBS
FREQ = 4,000E-01 KC
F UJCTIONAL BLOCK -D04-
EFFICIENCY A 86.82E 00 PCT	 WEIGHT = 9.6L7E-01 LBS
FREQ = 4.000E-01 KC
FUNCTIONAL BLOCK -D03-
EFFICIENCY = 86.82E 00 PCT	 WEIGHT = 9.617E -01 LBS
FREQ = 4.000 E-01 KC
FUNCTIONAL BLOCK -D02-
EFFICIENCY = 86.82E 00 PCT
	
WEIGHT = 9.617E-01 LBS
FREQ = 4.000 E-01 KC
FUNCTIONAL BLOCK -G01-
EFFICIENCY = 94.56E 00 PCT
	
WEIGHT = 1,724E 00 LBS
FREQ = 4.000 E-01 KC
FUNCTIONAL BLOCK -JO1-
EFFICIENCY = 88.06E 00 PCT
	
WEIGHT = 5.576E 00 LOS
FR EQ = 4 .00O E-01 KC
FUNCTIONAL BLOCK -J02-
EFFICIENCY = 85.93E 00 PCT	 WEIGHT = 2.260E OO LBS
FREQ = 4.000 E-01 KC
FUNCTIONAL BLOCK -D01-
EFFICIENCY = 88.95E 00 PCT 	 WEIGHT = 8.532E 00 LBS
FREQ = 4.0001-01 KC
aTable i I. Mission ZI - Configuration Synthesis Printout (Continued)
11 C0000
15 60000 JO 1.11 FO100
16 C0000^ JO111
F""VOLUU '
1. 00000 J0111 F0100
19 00000 JO111 F0100
21 C0000 JO111 F0100
22 00000
`43 COM
D0111
30111
60111
Fum,
-BATTERY DATA-
BATTERY LIFE = 1.447E 04 CYCLES
	
CSUBO n 5.779E 00 AMP-HR
DISCHARGE... CURRENT 	 7.1575E 00 AMPS	 TEMP = 5.0000E 01 OE6 F
CHARGE...	 CURRENT	 4.0900E 00 AMPS	 TEMP n 7.8000E 01 DEG F
CHARGE EFFICIENCY n 8.500E 01
-BATTERY SIZING RESULTS-
CSUBE = 5.552E OO AMP-HR
SMALID m 1.289E 00 1/HRS	 SMALIC s 7.078E-01 1/HRS
RATED CAPACITY - 3.396E 01 AMP-HR
22 CELLS REQUIRED FOR BATTERY VOLTAGE « 2.800E 01 VOLTS
'-	 BATTERY WEIGHT = 8.059E 01 LAS
SOLAR ARRAY POWER = 3.2775 02 WATTS
"	 DARK PERIOD = 5.950E-01 HRS 	 LIGHT PERIOD a 1.225E 00 HRS
EVALUATION RESULTS j	 l
^^	 I
'f
y
OVERALL SYSTEM EFFICIENCY 	 50.968429E-01 PERCENT ['
? TOTAL SYSTEM WEIGHT A 1.40LE 02 LBS I
TOTAL SYSTEM OUTPUT POWER = 1.670E 02 WATTS
f 1. FUNCTIONAL BLOCK 	 -G01- i
EFFICIENCY - 94.56E 00 PCT 	 WEIGHT = 1.724E 00 LBS
FREQ = 4.O00E-01 KC i
FUNCTIONAL BLOCK
	
-D01-
EFFICIENCY	 88.81E 00 PCT	 WEIGHT = 6.1 1 2E 00 LBS
FREQ, - 4.000 E-0 L KC
30 FUNCTIONAL BLOCK	 -F08- j
EFFICIENCY a 90.89E 00 PCT	 WEIGHT =-4.719E-03 LDS
FREQ =O.	 KC
4. FUNCTIONAL BLOCK	 -FO7-
' EFFICIENCY	 90.89E 00 PCT	 WEIGHT =-4.719E-03 LBS
FREQ = 0.	 KC
FUNCTIONAL BLOCK	 -FO2-
EFFIC'IENCY = 91.52E 00 PCT
	
WEIGHT = 7.151E-02 LBS
FREQ = 0.,	 KC
6. FUNCTIONAL BLOCK
	
-F01- }}}
EFFICIENCY - 92.30E 00 PCT 	 WEIGHT = 2.840E 00 LBS
FREQ = 0.	 KC
7. FUNCTIONAL BLOCK	 -J0.1-
EFFICIENCY = 66.62E 00 PCT 	 WEIGHT = L.600E 01 LBS ^t
FREQ
	
4.0001E-01 KC it
CONF IGURATION 6
1 CO-100 J0111	 F021",)
^TLve''L
3^	 CQOCO
JP11L	 _	 __
JA L11	 FJ1^.P
r II
4 Cii^.rC Jnlll	 F01;9 i
-
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identified by numbers 16 through 70. This modification probably would
not affect the 10 higher efficiency configurations.
3. 8. 4 Mission III
Mission III requirements were chosen as being repres*ntative of a
scientific satellite with a highly elliptical, near equatorial orbit. The
total load power requirements are 278. 4 watts. Table 12 provides the
detailed requirements for each load voltage. Mission III requirements
are different from the other two missions in that a significant amount of
the total load power is ac (169. 4 watts ac, 109 watts dc). Mission I has
only do requirements, and Mission II requires 50 watts ac and 117 watts
dc. Further, the Mission III ac power is represented by only 6 of the 17
voltages. These two characteristics caused the logic (built into the
Configuration Synthesis subroutines) not to select the basic configurations
(roots) which would have provided higher efficiency configurations than
those generated. Table 13 is the summary of Mission III results. None
of the synthesized configurations had efficiencies exceeding those of the
Phase I study.
A review of the computer runs and an analysis of the Single Output
Element Binary Matrix revealed why the higher efficiency configurations
were not generated. The following conclusions were reached;
•
•
• The 21st and subsequent configurations would have
been synthesized from the DG, GE, and GEH con-
figuration elements, thus providing the required
higher efficiency configurations.
•	 These (roots) configuration elements were not
chosen because a sufficient number of do voltage
requirements were available to satisfy the logic
equations for the specified 20 configurations.
The larger amount of system power represented by
the ac requirements established that the higher
efficiency configurations should be primarily corn-
composed of the basic ac functions as developed
during the Phase I study.
A change in the root selection logic of the Configuration
Synthesis subroutine could reduce the number of con-
figurations synthesized from the roots appearing on
the far right of the Binary Matrix, thus allowing more
configurations to be generated from the roots near
the left side of the matrix.
	 -
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Although these changes are possible, :funding prevented the necessary
program modifications and the re- running of the missions. These modi-
fications would not normally be required for most mission requirements
which have better ac /dc proportions such as Missions I and II.
The data of Table 0 show that 8 of the higher efficiency configura-
tions were synthesized within the first 10 configurations. Table 14, the
Single Output Element Binary Matrix., for Mission III is presented so that
the synthesis logic can be better understood. The Column*
 Sum numbers
at the bottoam indicate the number of load voltages that could be satisfied
by the root element heading that column. The Configurations per Column
numbers indicate the number of configurations selected by the programs
logic to be synthesized from each root.
The computer printout for Mission III Evaluation-Only is presented
as Table 15. The computer printout for the first two synthesized con-
figurations is shown as Table i 6.
3. 8. 5 Mission Evaluation Summary
The System Configuration Analysis subroutine successfully evaluated
each of Phase I study configurations submitted for Evaluation-Only runs.
The results were within the expected ± i percent tolerance band. The
resulting variations are because of the following:
0	 Reading accuracy repeatability for l,oa.dirti^Y the data
• Machine linear interpolation of data	
j
Updating of the efficient and weight parametricp	 g	 y	  pdata for the dc-dc converter.
The Configuration Synthesis subroutine performed as designed and
produced 20 high-efficiency practical system configurations for each mis-
sion. After making the three mission runs and evaluating the results of
the computer synthesis, several modifications to the subroutine logic
became apparent which could improve 'the flexibility and usefulness of the
program. These modifications are listed: below:
• Allow the number of configurations to be synthesized
to be a user's  option.
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Table 15. Mission III - Evaluation-Only Printout
NOMINAL VOLTAGE , 1.350E 02 VOLTS
	
VOLTAGE REGULATION n 1.75E 01 PERCENT
	
FREQUENCY REGULATION	 1.00E 00 PERCENT
- 
.-LIIAa A
.EQU1R&lIL N_"T-PDWf&_wj#, QjI - jQ"A S	 f . ..
ITUTY CYCLE - 1O.00F 01 PERCENT 	 IMPEDANCE	 1.010E 02 OHMS
	
FPFQUENr,Y 3 4.00E 07 CYCLES	 P*IASC * 1
RESTRICTION FLAG n 11
LOAD REQUIREMENT 2
	
A p 	 C^.'i+ y, NOMINAL VOLTAGE 
n 1..250E 02 VOLTS	
na''	 '	 G	 e{;
LOAD REQUIREMENT" P fVWFR x 4.630E 01 WATTS
DUTY CYCLE 0 IO.00F 01 PER1,CNT	 IMPEDANCE * 3#3756 02 OHMS
	
.^^. FREOl1ENCltr<::n..^^:•:I1GI^d^2^^'t.i,-:^.^,^,^tA.:^ ^r 	 ^	 iA,.....^
POWER FACTOR n 3.33E-01
RESTRICTION FLAG a 11
LOAD REQUIREMENT 3
_NAll1NA1 U ' . *	 n i TS
	
VOLTACF REGULATION r 2.00E 00 PERCENT 	 FREQUENCY REGULATION n 1.00E 00 PERCENT
LOAD REQUIREMENT POWER * Ao OOOE 00 WATTS
	
FREQUENCY w 4.00E 02 CYCLES	 PHASE * 1
POWER FACTOR r 5.34F-01
>..^ ...^•..,:
	
^ AGSeTRiD,T^i.QN,^LAfi^.ri,. ,.,...O,r«,--.•
	
-,^r^ .	 _ -,	 LAAD^{IEIIU^tEt1 ,>a.^;,l^..^,-_-,^^•.^.^_,,,..,..^-_
	
^..
NOMINAL Vf1LTAGE a 2.00OE 01 VOLTS
	
011*40E REGULATION : 1.75E 01 PERCENT 	 FREOUEN4Y REGULATION a 1.00E 00 PERCENT
._,..,.,-IDAD REQJIREHP.N.?, ADWER «_.1.n OF 
_,TUTY CYCLE Y 10.00r 01 PERCENT	 IMPEDANCE . 7.2591: 01 DIEMS
	
FPFOUCNCY * 4.00F 02 CYCLES
	
PHASF . 1.
,..^	 ... ^,..,^ ,	 ^ ^'.t1.HF.^,.F^IG^Ii.^ ^.^..•1IO.E«C.1,m.>»^.
	 ..^-^ rT	 . ^•..^^ -^^^ ^:-.^, ^e,
RESTRICTION FLAG n 0
NOMINAL VOLTAGE n 2+600E 01 VOLTS
	
VOLTAGE 4rGULATIO N : 1.750 01 D l FfENT	 FaFOUENCY P. FGIILATION w 1.00E 00 PERCENT
....;..^^.,^.,^ ...^,.^-^LilAR^'..QU?Rr^+rNr PnyIEP ^ 9.n,nnr n	 r c
DUTY CYGI.E R 10.00E 01 P ERrF JT	 IMPr')A ► ifr a 3 . 1ROF 0') 1)4145
	
FPF01)fNCY at 4.00 0 0 7 CYrtPS	 HASP * 1
	
RESTRICTION FLAG n 	 0	
.,..
LIAD REOUIRFMEM T 11
NOMINAL VOLTAGE r I- BOOE 01 VOLTS
,.X01,SAS'tE,3BESAlLAIiKItI..n_, 2.912 E 00 PE	 ,., ^....,t^.IcR.Itl::1C.^`	 .^.TLS1.!`...
	
.^Rr0U _.	 0	 ODD "'
LOAD REQUIREMENT POWER * 1.400E 00 WATTS
DUTY CYCLE n 10400E 01 PERCENT	 IMPEDANCE ?s 2.028E 02 OHMS
.FREQUENCY..,...4.. 00 E 02 C YC LES_ ._
POWER FACTOR n 5.34E-01
RESTRICTION FLAG
^ .. ^,..	 (2c LOA13 REQUIREMENTS	 ...—..—
—.-.—_.-L OAD REQU IREMENT 4
NC'MINAL VOLTAGE ' 7.000E 01 VOLTS
VDLTAGF. REGULATION . 2.00E 00 PERCENT
	 VOLTAGE RI P PLE m 5.00E-01 PERCENT
...,_.....-L.OAa,9EIIt11LiEl1EdLP^EE. ^aZ3QE. O]._iiATrs 	...
DUTY CYCLE - 10.00E 01 PERRCENT	 IMPEDANCE :g 1.15SE 02 OHMS
RESTRICTION FLAG z	 ^}
LOAD REQUIREMENT 5	 E
._._._......,._,_.NS>111NAE VO LT E : 2,AQQF. Q1 VOLTS
VOLTAGE REGULATION - 1.75E 01 PERCENT
	
VOLTAGE RIPPLE : 5.00E-01 PERCENT
LOAD REQUIREMENT POWER _ 9.000E 00 WATTS
..DUjY. C.Y.CI.E_s_1IIL00.E..s2 I PERCENT	 IMPEDANCE, n R.711E 01 _Qk1hS
	
^'=ST^iI;Tllli FI,^'? +
	 ^
^^-79
1
s	 ,
it
I^
Table 15. Mission III - Evaluation-Only Printout (Continued)
i	 W -., DO 1 1" Jn10
L'4 Cnoo nn1 Jn10)
14 Emu n6to t Jn10o
15 woo nnt0o intoo
17 rnou nr11 r•. .1Dla
-BATTERY ,ETA
IIATTEKY LIFF • 4.900E 01 CYCLES	 CSUND = 3.303E 01 AMP-HR
DISCHARGE... CURRENT x 1.1278E 01 AMPS TEMP = 5.0000E 01 DEG F
,.._,NARGEjL."__. GURa. ENj - 2 .R,3 .
	 HP -	 A9009 01 QEG F
CHARGE EFFICIENCY Q 7.600E 01
-^ATIER_`C 51Z1RG P\,ES1 LjS-
CSUBE = 3.841E OL A9P-HR
v- SMALID = 2.ry36E-01 I/MRS	 SMALIC = b.i65E-03 1/HRS
RATED CAPACITY - 3.WE OL AMP-HR
22 CELLS REQUIRED FOR BATTERY VOLTAGE = 2.800E 01 VOLTS
BATTERY WEIGHT = 9.012E 01 LBS
SOLAR _ ARi AY W1tER_= 3.22 .18 02 MAIIS
DARK PERIOD = 2.500E 00 HRS 	 LIGHT PERIOD = 1.775E 02 HRS
EVALUAT ON, RESULTS
OVi<p,ALL Y STEM_ EFFICIENC =
 86,42607 -01 PERCE NT
TOTAL SYSTEM WEIGHT	 1.538E 02 LOS
TOTAL SYSTEM OUTPUT POWER = 2.784E 02 WATTS
1	 FUNUIS"NAL BLOCK -EO1-
^EFFICIENCY = 88.03E 00 PCT
	 WEIGHT = 2.391E 00 LB$
FREQ - 4.000E-01 KC
'•	 ^^-^ FUNCTIONAL BLOCK -GO1-
FFFICIENCY = 94.85E 00 PCT
	 WEIGHT = 4.711E OO LOS
^._F c = 4.00 QF „01 KC
^•	 FUNCTIONAL BLOCK -JO1-t
EFFICIENCY = 8E_S9E 00 PCT,.,_,,
	 GHT = 1.4238 01 LOS
FRED = 4.000E,01 KC
4.	 FUNCIIONAL RI M K -001-
EFFICIENCY = 89.03E 00 PCT
	
WEIGHT = 1.012E 01 L9S
FREQ = 4.000E-0! KC
Wff I_r t1RAT ION __?_.
I COOOO GQ 200
	
EM OO -	 4i
11	 00004 Gr 00	 EQL00
2 C0060 -G010r
6 COOOO G0100
7 00000 - ,100. M
a 00006 G0100	 E000^ HO100
R 00000 GU100
	 E0100 HO100
-	 X14 COOOG , 511109 	 EQIQ0. . HO1QQ_
9 CUOOO GO100	 E0200 HO?00
10 CUOOG GOL00	 E0 7 00 HC200
12	 C.009.Q._X13100 80200 HJ200 _
13 00000 GO100	 E0700 0200^
I q 00000 GO 100
	
E0200 H0200
h COOOO, GO l00	 80200 	 ►Ho=.:_
17 'COOOO GOIOO	 E0200 H02o0_
3-130
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Table B.	 Mission III - Evaluation,-Only Printout (Continued)
`	 LOAO REQUIREMENT	 8
NOMINAL VOLTAGE r 2.300E OL VOLTS
.U1A.TJ_0N. - 2 . o0E OQ PERQ	 QS2k P.^RSt NF T
LOAD REQUIREMENT POWER z 5.000E 00 WATTS
DUTY CYCLE a 10.00E 01 PERCENT	 IMPFDANCE a 9.121E O1 OHMS
RESTRi	 a
f
i
xi
.—J- P —RE WREMENT	 9
NOMINAL VOLTAGE a 2.000E 01 VOLTS
VOLTAGE REGULATION * 1.50E 00 PERCENT
	
VOLTAGE RIPPLE = 5.00E-0I PERCENT
LQAp	 EDUIRj^j Ef1WER = 7:000-E 00 WATTS
-' ^OUTW ' CYCLE a 10.00E 01 PERCENT' 	 IMPEDANCE = 5.714E 01 OHMS
RESTRICTION FLAG =	 12
LOAD REQUIREMENT 10
NO^II .^IIxL. X4L.I90 E.. =^ 2 ^44_p E_01.!fOL LS
i VOLTAGE REGULATION = 1.50C 00 PERCENT	 VOLTAGE RIPPLE z 5.00E-01 PERCENT
r. LOAD REQUIREMENT POWER = 7.000E 00 WATTS jf
DUTY CYCLE
	 19tiQQL Ol_PFRCEZLI-w. _ IrlP [DANCE .?	 71	 ^O1. IAN Sa ¢^o.- _ ...	 _.
RESTRICTION FLAG a	 12 t
LOAD REQUIREMENT 12 tt;NOMINAL VOLTAGE = 1.600E 01 VOLTS
VOLTAGE REGULATION = 1.00E 00 PERCENT	 VOLTAGE RIPPLE = 5.00E-01 PERCENT
L OA M	EQM1R"Ed.L.Et2M1;R = 1.130E OI dATTS ^ _—,
DUTY CYCLE = 10.00E 01 PERCENT	 IMPEDANCE = 2.265E 01	 OHMS z^
RESTRICTION FLAG =	 13
LOAD REQUIREMENT 13
HOMINAL_VQ1 IAG_E =- 1.600E 01 1401,1},
'VOLTAGE REGULATION = 1.00E 00 PERCENT 	 VOLTAGE RIPPLE = S.00E-01 PERCENT
It LOAD REQUIREMENT POWER = 4.000E 01 WATTS
Ii OUTY_SYCLE	
10.00E O1 P^Bt^FNT
	 -.. ^MP^QAIICE _ 6.400E 02 OHMS r
RESTRICTION FLAG =	 13
LOAD REQUIREMENT 14j
NOMINAL VOLTAGE = 1.000E 01 VOLTS
VOLTAGE	 EGI) AjjON = 3,00E 00 PERCENT	 VOLTAGE RIPPLE - 5 OOE-01 PERCENT
LOAD REQUIREMC?JT POWER = 5.000E-01 WATTS
DUTY CYCLE = 10.00E 01 PERCENT
	 IMPEDANCE = 2.000E 02 OHMS
RESTRICTION FLT =	 Q_
^	 M
^fI OAD.. REQUIR .EMENI.-15__..
 —_
NOMINAL VOLTAGE = 9.00OE 00 VOLTS 1'
VOLTAGE REGULATION =
	
1.00E 00 PERCENT
	 VOLTAGE RIPPLE = 5.00E-01 PERCENT
LOAA. RE.O.UTAEKEHT P OWEf3 -<. Zx.1l o E.4 LWAIT
	 _	 .....
	 _	 .._	 .. _... .... ,.	 _
DUTY CYCLE =	 10.00E 01 PERCENT	 IMPEDANCE
	
3.839E OO OHMS
RESTRICTION FLAG =	 0
LOAD' REQUIREMENT 16
_	 ..NOM1.NAL. ,VUL14G 
VOLTAGE. REGULATION = 1.00E 00 PERCFNT
	 VOLTAGE RIPPLE	 5.00E-01 PERCENT
LOAD REQUIREMENT POWER = 4.100E 00 WATTS
-,--DUT-Y .CY-CL E.. _._LQ..O.QE-Q P E_R CEdL-......T,IMP.EI2ANC.E_	 B-780P QQ OHMS.
RESTRICTION FLAG =	 0
_,_.
	 _____.__LCIAD REQU IREMEN.L 17
NOMINAL VOLTAGE c 5.000E 00 VOLTS
VOLTAGE REGULATION = 1.OAE 00 PERCEkT
	 VOLTAGE RIPPLE _ 5.00E-01 PERCENT
DUTY CYCLE = 10.00E 01 PERCENT
	 IMPEDANCE = 5.000E 01 OHMS
RESTRICTION FLAG =	 0
CONFIGURATION	 1
„ 5 C 0000
3 00000 60100	 EO100
11 G0D00 GOIOO	 E0100
F
^
2
0
COOOO
60100
GO100
+} 6 CO000 GOIOO
^Z COOOQ. L7O o2
CD000 OOIOQ
	
J0100....
8 00000 00100	 J0104
L.2_C9.QQ0.. OD1Q^.1010Q. ,,. _.,
F 10 00000 DO100	 J0100
3_8i
G^
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Table 15. Mission III Evaluation-Only Printout %,ont nued)
BATTERY DATA-
'	 BATTERY LIFT n 4.9006 01 CYCLES	 CSUBD a 3.297E 01 AMP-HR
DISCHARGE... CURRENT s 1.4257E 01 AMPS	 TEMP • 5.0900E 01 DEG F
C1iA GE.	 CURRENT . 2 ,03269-01 AMPS
	 TEMP n 7,8Q00E Q1 DEG F
CHARGE EFFICIENCY = T•800E O1
.._..». _	 _.	 _BATT ER Y SIZING `R1JULTS-
CSUHF w 3.834E 91 AMP-HR
SMALID • 2.936E-01 1/HRS 	 SMALIC w 616SE-03 1/HRS
SATED CAPACITY - 3.021F 01 AMR-HE
22 CELLS REOUIRED FOR BATTERY VOLTAGE * 2.800E 01 VOLTS
BATTERY WEIGHT a 8,996E 01 LBS
%nLAR RAY.VMWER = 3.218E 02 WATTS
DARK PERIOD = 2.500E 00 HRS	 LIGHT PERIOD = 1.775E 02 HRS
_UF$ALL St 4,;TE,,„ EFFICIENCY =66590765E -Q1 PERCENT
TOTAL SYSTEM WEIGHT
	
1.440E 02 LBS
TOTAL SYSTEM OUTPUT POWER = 2,784E 02 WATTS
FUNCTIONAL BLOCK -H02-
EFFICIENCY = 93.88E 00 PCT	 WEIGHT . 5.2466:-01 LBS
FREO = 4.OPIE-01 KC
7• _ _	 -r FUNCTIONAL BLOCK -E02-
EFFICIENCY = 88.82E C. PCT	 WEIGHT = 6.294E 00 LBS
_F R E_9 = 4.000E-01 KC
3.	 FUNCTIONAL BLOCK -HO1-
	
.___r...EEL ICIFNCY = 93.82F 0Q PCT	 WEIGHT = 5.019E-01 LBS
f RFA = 4.007F-01 KC
_ 4.^ .
	
FUN .TION,A' 0 1 OC K -Ei11-
EFFICIENCY = 88.85E ^C PCT 	 WEIGHT = 6.888E 00 LBS
FPFR = 4.000E-01 KC
5.	 FUNCTIONAL RI.00K -GO1-
EFFICIENCY = 94.89F
	 PCT	 WEIGHT	 7.046E 10 LBS
FP FQ = 4.n01 -^1 KC
}
E
E
Table 16. Mission III - Configuration Synthesis Printout
", t
CONFIGURATION 1
1 COOOO 00111 GO111
2 COOOO DO11I GO111
3 00000 DO111 GO M
4 COOOO
5 C0000
6 COOOO
7 C0000
8 COOOC
9 Cocoa
10 COOOC
11 00000
12 C006C
13 COooO
14 COOOC
15 COOIG&
16 COOOO
II 00000
OOLIL
00211
00111 GOILI
OO11I GOI11
00311
DOLLIJOL11
DOLL IJO111
Call 
	 G0111
DO 111 J02L1
00111 J021 1
00411
DOS11
D0611
00711
UTTERY DATA-
BATTERY LIFE n 4.900E OL CYCLES	 CSUBO n 1.914E 01 AMP-HR
DISCHARGE... CLARRENT - 6.3343E 0 '6­AAP_S TEMP ;'*5-.0000E O1tlDEG"0-
CHARGE...	 CURRENT n 1.1799E-01 AMPS	 TEMP n 7.8000[ 01 DEG F;
f	 CHARGE eV FICIENCY	 7.800E 01
-BATTERY SIZING RESULTS-
E	 CSUBU n 2.226E 01 AMP-HR
	
SMALIU n 2.916E-01 1/HRS	 SMALIC n '6.165E-03 1/HRS
RATED CAPACITY. n 2.2 18E 01 AMP-HR
40 CELLS KEQUIRED FUR BATTERY VOLTAGE = 5.00k1E 01 VULTS
I	 BATTERY WEIGHT n 9.852E 01 LOS
r	 SOLAR ARRAY POWER = 3.333E 02 WATTS
UARK PERIOD = 2.500E 00 HRSLIGHT PER do - 1.775E 02 HAS
EVALUATIUN RESULTS
CVERALL SYSTEM EFFICIENCY = 83.535838E-01 PERCENT
TOTAL SYSTEM WEIGHT	 1.737E 02 LOS 4
TOTAL SYSTEM OUTPUT POWER = 2.784E 02 WATTS +
10 FUNCTIONAL SLOCK	 -D07-
EFFICIENCY n 86.40E 00 PCT
	
WEIGHT = 1.029E 00 'LOS'
FR:EQ - 4.000E-01 KC
20 FUNCTIONAL BLOCK	 -006-
EFFICIENCY	 87.62E CO PCT	 WEIGHT = 1.632E 00 LOS
FREQ = 4.000E-01 KC
3. FUNCTIONAL BLOCK	 -D05-
EFFICIENCY	 88.26E 00 PCT	 WEIGHT = 3.046E 00 LOS
FR:EQ = 4.00GE-01 KC
4. FUNCTIONAL BLOCK	 -004-
EFFICIfhCY n 86.90E 00 PCT	 WEIGHT s 1.0290 00 LBS
FK:EQ = 4.000E-01 KC
5. FUNCTIONAL BLOCK	 -003-
EFFICIENCY a 87.64E 00 PCT	 WEIGHT r 1.9L6E 00 LOS	 °\
FRED n 4.000E-01 KC
t	
6. FUNCTIONAL BLOCK	 -002-
EFFICIENCY	 d6.010E 00 PCT	 WEIGHT	 2.317E 00 LOS
r FIREQ n 1.000E-01 KC
3-83
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Table 16. Mission III - Configuration Synthesis Printout (Continued)
7.
8.
9.
10.
CONFIGURATION 2
FUNCTIONAL BLOCK -Got-
EFFICIENCY = 94.94E 00 PCT
	
WEIGHT = 4.679E 00 LOS
FR:EQ = 4.000E -G1 KC
FUNCTIONAL BLOCK -JOi-
EFFICIENCY a 87.58E 00 PCT	 WEIGHT = 3.909E 00 LOS
FR EQ - 4.000 E-01 KC
FUNCTIONAL BLOCK -J02-
EFFICIENCY = 87.4.1E_00 PCT
	 WEIGHT -1 -3.491E'WO LOS-
FR:EQ a 4.000E-01 KC
FUNCTIONAL BLOCK -001-
EFFICIENCY n 89.3'rE OG PCT	 WEIGHt ' = 1.876E 01 LBS
FREQ . 4.000E-01 KC
1 0000
2 C000C
3 CuCVC
4 00000
5 CC CLS C
e LOCOG
7 co CC.
8 COCCO
9 00000
10 00000
11 CGOCC
12 COGOC
L3 Lo0C0
14 COOOC
15 Co000
16 COOCC
17 COOr')
00111 G0111 60111
DO111 GO111 E0111
00111 G0211
00111
00211
00111 G0211
00111 G0211
00311
DOIL1 J0111
00111 JO111
00111 G0211
00111 J0211
DO111 J0211
D0411
00511
D0611
C0711
BATTERY DATA-.
BATTERY LIFE - 4.9COE O1 CYCLES 	 CSUBD = 2.039E 01 AMP-HR
DISCHARGE... CURRENT = b, ,.9613E 06 AMPS ' TEMP - 5.0000E OL DEG F
CHARGE...	 CURRENT : 1.2570E-01 AMPS	 TEMP = 7.8000E 01 DEG F r
CHARGE EFFICIENCY m 7.800E 01
-BATTERY SIZING RESULTS-
CSUBE = 2.371E 01 AMP-HR
SMALID	 2.936E-01 1/HRS	 SMALIC = 6.165E-03 1/HRS
RATED CAPACITY = 2.363E 01 AMP-HR
40 CELLS REQUIRED FOR BATTERY VOLTAGE = 5.000E 01 VOLTS
BATTERY WEIGHT = 1.045E 02 LOS
SOLAR ARRAY POWER = 3.551E 02 WATTS
DARK PERIOD = 2.500E 00 HRS	 LIGHT PERIOD	 1.775E 02 HRS
FVALUATION FESULTS
tt
i
I
Table 16. Mission III - Configuration Synthesis Printout (Continued)
4. FUNCTIONAL BLOCK-004-
EFFICIENCY as 86.90E 00 PCT
	 WWHf'-
, 
..ki!,W 66 US
FRSEQ - 4.000E-0 1 KC
50 FUNCTIONAL Bt,OCK
EFFICIENCY n 87.84E CO PCT	 WEIGHT n 1.91641 00 LBS
FREQ = 4.000E-01 KC
6. FUNCTIONAL BLOCK	 -002-
EFFICIENCY - 88.00E 00 PCT	 WEIGHT n 2,30E OO LBS
FREQ - 4.000E-61 KC
70 FUNCTIONAL BLOCK	 -G02-
EFYICIENCY - 93.84E 00 PCT	 WtIW n 1.014E 00 LOS
FR:EQ - 4.000E-01 KC
8. ' FUNCTIONAL BLOCK
EFFICIENCY - 89.11E 00 PCT	 WEIGHT - 1.227E 01	 1,8S
FREQ x 4.000E-01 KC	 A_
90 FUNCTIONAL BLOCK
	
-G01-
EFFICIENCY *.44s84F JX PCT-- , WEJMHT d 4.3711_d4.LBS..
FREQ - 4.000E-01 KC
100 FUNCTIONAL BLOCK ,	-J01-^,,
EFFICIENCY n 87'.5k00 PCT	 WEIGHT - 3.909E 00 LBS
FREQ - 4.000 E-01 KC
11. FUNCTIONAL BLOCK	 -JO2-
EFFICIENCY - 87.<v1E 00 PCT	 WEIGHT	 3.491E 00 LBS
FR!E ►i = 4.000E-01 KC,
12. FUNCTIONAL BLOCK	 -001-
EFFICIENCY - 89.38E 00 PCT	 WEIGHT a 1.997E OL,LBS
FREQ - 4.000E-01 KC
•	 Bias the root selection logic so that more configura-
tions are generated from the left-hand side of the binary
matrix than from the right side for equal column sums.
•	 Introduce a user's option to synthesize all possible con-
figurations for any one preselected root.
•	 Introduce a user's option to preselect the roots from
the binary matrix which are to be used for synthesis.
Although no clear-cut answers to the questions of ac versus do distribution
and high voltage 'versus low voltage distribution resulted from these mis-
sion analyses, general patterns of high efficiency configurations were
apparent. Some of these patterns are as follows;
•	 When isolation restrictions permit, use a central lane
regulator and then unregulated inverters or converters
where possible.
•	 When a significant portion of the load ]rower is ac, use
a central inverter, regulated or unregulated as needed.
•	 When isolation restrictions are present, use a central
unregulated converter and then individual do output
regulators.
•	 When a central inverter is indicated, use transformer, -
rectifiers for the do outputs.
4. SRAP POWER SYSTEMS
4.1 GENERAL
1	 1
The study of maximum utilization of power on Contract NAS 5-9178
has provided some insight into possible methods of designing self regulat-
ing and protecting (SRAP) power systems which could significantly improve
power subsystem performance and reliability. In some instances, satel-
lites in orbit have been "flown from the ground" after the occurrence of a
critical failure. This has required the extensive use of tracking facilities
and manpower in order to realize maximum benefit from the flight hard-
ware. In addition to causing scheduling problems at the launch pads and
slippages to other flight programs, increased costs have resulted. The
use of well-founded SRAP power system designs should be able to alleviate
much of this situation. The purpose of this portion of the study contract
is to review unmanned earth-orbiting space vehicle powe system configu-
rations to determine the modes of failure, and to develop techniques and
methods capable of detecting potential or actual power system. failures.
These failures may occur in the power system, or be caused by another
subsystem. After the detection of a failure or a potential failure, a logic
sequence would be used to identify both the cause and the effect of the
failure. Remedial action, such as' substitution: of standby equipment or
simple disconnection, could be initiated. In the event that a potential
failure can be detected early enough, other courses of action are available
which may prevent the failure and permit the spacecraft and power system
to operate normally in an alternate mode. , In either event, the revitalized
power system and spacecraft could then be programmed to maximize their
capabilities to satisfy the mission o'ojectives.
The concept of SRAP is portrayed by Figure 8. The electric power
system is symbolized in the center of the diagram showing both inputs
and outputs for the power system. The performance of the electric power
system is monitored by the SRAP detectors. These in turn are connected
to the SRAP logic which processes the detected signals for further
decision makipg and action. The power system typically supplies power
to the other subsystems represented by the eight circios around the
outside. A failure occurring in any of the other` subsystems and affecting
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the electric power system is monitored by the SRAP detectors, This
permits the SRAP logic to make a decision as to the location of the failure.
A SRAP system has ;five basic actions which it may use to prevent
a failure, correct a failure, or permit the spacecraft system to operate
without the failed equipment, These five actions are (1) to adjust the
inputs to the electric power system, (2) to adjust the outputs of the electric
power system, (3) to reduce the stresses on the power system components
that evidence a potential failure, (4) to adjust the environment of the elec-
tric power system and its equipment, and (5) to transfer operation to
redundant equipment. If a failure has occurred and a redundant component
or equipment has been used, the SRAP system should be able to analyze
`	 the mode of failure of the first set of equipment so that the stresses caus-
ing the first failure could be reduced on the redundant equipment to prevent
its failure. Ancillary functions of the SRAP system are to report by
telemetry the power system failure and the corrective procedure taken.
This permits the command link to override the SRAP system if ground
action decides to take alternate measures. The SRAP system can also
take preventive measures and then stand by for ground action via the
command link instead of performing an automatic corrective action.
The SRAP detectors continuously monitor the electric power system
performance and anticipate any possible malfunctions which could cause
the power system or any part of it to fail and thus abort the primary
spacecraft mission. The SRAP logic may employ diagnostic routines to
interpret the malfunction signals received from the detectors and to
determine the degree of potential failure or if an actual failure has
occurred. The SRAP logic will require a built-yin strategy for interpret-
ing and processing each set of malfunction signals. The strategy will be
based upon a format such as a decision tree. A thorough understanding
of the specific electric power system design and its operation will be
necessary prior to the designing of the detailed SRAP circuits which
provide the logical analysis capability, and diagnostic and corrective
actions. The background necessary to design SRAP circuits includes
a detailed failure modes and effects analysis for the components, func-
tional circuits, functional equipment, and the electrical power system.
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The following subsections report on the component failure mode
analysis, and the failure node and effects analysis of the functional cir-
cuits. The study effort extended the failure mode and effects analysis of
the functional circuits to the equipment level, This continued up to the
electrical power system level. A study was also made of the possible
actions taken by the SRAP system after a failure or potential failure had
been detected, the failure mode diagnosed, and when a course of corrective-
action decision was required. Examples of these courses of corrective
actions are listed in Section 4. 4,
4. 2 FAIL URDI MODE AND El: FE CTS ANALYSIS
4. 2. 1 Coxr`rponents, Failure Mod e Analysis
Each of the basic component parts used in the functional and equip-
ment circuits have been analyzed for their failure modes. Each of these
failures is then related to the performance of the remaining parts in the
circuit. The relative importance of the failure modes is dependent upon
the specific application. The following tabulation indicates the failure
anodes determined for each of the primary type of components:
o Choke: winding shorted, turn to turn
winding open-circuited
change in inductance due to air-gap change
e Transformer; winding shorted, turn to turn
winding open-circuited
change in exciting current due to air-gap
change
• Capacitor open circuit
short circuit
low leakage resistance
high internal series resistance
change in capacitance
e,cfective container seal
Resistors:
a) Wire wound type change in resistance, thermal
open circuit
short circuit
shorted turns
b) Film type - change in resistance, thermal or mechanical
open circuit
short circuit
c) Carbon composition type - change in resistance, thermal,
mechanical, humidity, age, or
sublimation in a hard vacuum
• Semiconductors: transistors, diode, SCR,
excessive reverse leakage due to:
internal or external contamination,
die formation, thermal overload
forward conduction degradation due to
improper die bond, faulty leads,
thermal overload
open circuit due to:
improper die bond, faulty leads,
lead or lead connection burnout,
Thermal overload
short circuit due to
die deformation, incorrect lead
placement, thermal overload
• Relays: winding shorted, turn to turn
winding open-circuited
contacts shorted, closed
contacts open-circuited
contacts shorted across two or more circuity
momentary opening or closure of contacts
due to mechanical environment
a Fuses: opened due to a transient
not opened at design current
opened at lower than design current due to aging
4. 2, 2 Functional Circuit Block Diagram Analysis
All of the equipment ci=rcuits normally found in a satellite power
system have been analyzed for their failure anodes and effects. The
following example is used to describe in detail the type of analysis per-
formed on each of ',hese equipment circuits, The RSWI Converter was
chosen as the typical circuit and its functional block diagram is shown in
Figure 4.
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Figure 9. Block Diagram of RSWI Converter
After the component-part failure analysis was completed, the
functional circuits making up the equipment circuit were individually ana-
lyzed. The components in each functional block were assumed to have
failed in each of the modes presented in the component failure list. The
effects of these failures as manifested at the input and output terminals of
that, functional block were tabularized. The parameters considered as
providing significant information about the failure were: input voltage,
input cur r ent, input power, percent regulation of the input voltage, and
percent ripple on the input voltage. Since -.'he output parameters of each
functional block are also the input parameters for the following functional,
block, only the input parameters are tabularized except for the final out-
put terminals. Thus, the effect of one component failure within the equip-
ment circuit is identified by its effect on the remaining functional blocks
and total equipment circuit. This detailed failure affects analysis is shown
in Table 17,
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the table, using five symbols or combinations thereof. 	 The (+) and
symbols indicate that the magnitude of that parameter increased or
decreased, respectively. 	 The large "F" and small '"f" indicate the degree
of the change as noted in the legend.	 A 11 0" indicates that the change did
not exceed normal operating limits.	 A combination of symbols, such as
11 0 1+F' was used when the change, in that parameter was dependent upon
the operating conditions of the circuit and could fall anywhere within the
indicated range.	 For example, if 11 1, 11 inductor was open-circuited, the
input voltage ''F 1" could stay within normal. limits depending upon the
magnitude of load removed from the solar array and/or battery.	 If the
RSWI converter represented a major portion of the power system load
and no other voltage limiter existed, then the input voltage could rise to
abnormal limits.
The horizontal lines bridging two or more failure modes are signi-
ficant, because, they indicate a lack of definitive failure detection infor-
mation.	 A detailed analysis -of Table 17 can identify the minimum number
of parameters which furnish a positive failure identification for this f	 ;.
circuit.	 A similar analysis of the tables for all other circuits can
establish the matrix of parameters required for complete failure detec-
tion in any power system.
4. 2. 3f	 Results of Failure Modes Analysis
xf
The rel
	 of the component and functional circuit failure analyses
indicates that a SRAP system operating at that level of detail would require
a large and complex network of detectors, logic circuits, and actuators to
accomplish the goals.
	 The attendant weight penalty (1,0 to 40 percent) and
questionable circuit reliability discouraged further investigation at that
level.	 The equipment failure analyses revealed e,, reasonble definition of
detector parameters and performance requirements. 	 It was determined
that monitoring a minimum of three and a maximum of five input-output
parameters of an equipment (depending on the type equipment) was suf-
ficient to detect the failure of that equipment and identify the failure mode.
Table 18 presents the five major power circuit type failures, and lists
those parameters whose change will identify the failure mode.
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jJyje4.3 FAILURE DETECTORS
The results of the component failure mode analysis suggested that
these same failures and failure modes (except some pure mechanical fail-
ures) could be detected and identified with a thermal scanner or equivalent.
For example, a thermal graph machine commonly used in the medical
field can detect or map a thermal profile having only a few degrees tern-
perature difference. It appears that monitoring equipment such as this,
plus monitoring the power system output voltages, could provide the basis
for a working SRAP system.
The implementation for monitoring the parameters indicated in
Table 18 could be accomplished with state-of-the-art flight qualified detec-
tors. Investigation of available hardware used for spacecraft instrumen-
tation or signal gathering revealed several undesirable characteristics.
• Most current and voltage monitors required, direct
coupling with the circuit under surveillance.
• Many current monitors consumed significant power or
interposed an added impedance in the power circuit.
• Calibration or adjustmerA was usually required prior
to Might in order to obtain a reasonable precision.
• The device accuracy was usually proportional to the
measurement range.
• Some devices provided a very low output signal which
required one (.)r more stages of amplication.
o RFI coupling or EMC problems arose when two or more
circuits were monitored.
• Many of these devices possessed a significant volume.
and weight.
Although, individually, none of these characteristics are critical, the need
for many monitors in the complete power system accentuates their disad-
vantages. The SRAP concept possesses a higher degree of payoff for the
more complex power systems, and the complex power systems would
require proportionally more detectors. It is believed that this form of
pyramiding the undesirable detector characteristics would depreciate the
reliability gain obtained by using the SRAP concept. Those po^txer systems
r
Ioperating with a narrow weight margin become borderline candidates for
SRAP systems if high weight detectors are required. Most probably, the
trade,-off of SRAP weight for straight forward redundancy would favor the
redundancy.
Because state-of-the-art, flight qualified detectors did not appear to
enhance the outlook for the SRAP concept, the investigation was expanded
to include state-of-the-art and R&D detectors which were not flight quali-
fied. Nevertheless, it was realized that the flight qualified detectors did
provide a method for partial instrumentation of a power system for reli-
ability improvement if judiciously selected critical equipments were
monitored.
Several types of infrared (IR) detectors and scanners have been
developed for industrial and commercial use. Functionally, these equip-
ments could satisfy the SRAP detector requirements. However, the
equipment was not designed for space use, and it is entirely impractical
to attempt direct application. Discussions with the engineers and scien-
1	 tists responsible for the development of this equipment provided some
insight into adapting these fundamental I.R. concepts for spacecraft failure
detecting devices.
PlY,
One conceptual design. provided, for a grid matrix of IR detectors
which would be integral with each power equipment. The matrix junctions
would be correlated with the physical locations of the power circuit com-
ponents. During electrical-thermal tests of the equipment, the IR -matrix
would be calibrated for normal operating temperature limits. Also, the
IR areas representing critical circuit components would be calibrated for
transient heating, representative of the failure modes. The transient
IR-area patterns would then identify potential or actual failures. The
major difficulties foreseen with this type of design is the thermal time
response of the detector and the masking; of the failure signal by the range
of ambient operating temperatures. 11
A similar concept using fewer detectors with each having an optical
system to scan a larger area was discussed, This system permitted
greater isolation of the detector from the ambient temperature range. The
4-11
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• Increase or decrease the solar array voltage or
i
current or'both
• Increase or decrease the battery voltage or cur-
rent or both
• Increase or decrease the solar array power
• Increase or decrease the solar array impedance
• Increase or decrease the solar array illumination
• Increase or decrease the solar array illumination
spectrum
• Increase or decrease the solar array temperature
• Increase or decrease the energy source regulator's -
voltage, current, impedance, switching frequency
or power
b)	 At the Power System Outputs:
• Increase or decrease the number of loads
transient response would not necessarily be improved and the optical sys- 	ii
tem added a degree of complexity,
Exploration of this type detector and detector systems appears to be
a desirable direction for supporting the SRAP concept. Because the con-
tacted companies desired funding to pursue the subject further, additional
investigation was postponed. ,funded investigations of this type are beyond
the scope of this study.
4.4 REMEDIAL ACTIONS BY SRAP
Once a satellite is designed and launched, a limited number of cor-
rective actions are available to remedy a failure situation. Some of these
are always possible, while others are available only under certain condi-
tions. It was desirable to study the total list of possibilities in order to
correlate with and identify the most desirable failure detection techniques.
The following is a summary list of possible remedial actions:
a) At the Power System Inputs;
t	
• Increase or decrease the load voltages
• Increase or decrease the load duty cycles
• Increase or decrease the load power factor
• Increase or decrease the load switching frequency
cj To the Power System Environment:
• Increase or decrease the input heat flux
•	 Increase or decrease the output heat flux
•	 Increase or decrease the internal heat dissipation
•	 Increase or decrease the internal temperature
•
	 Increase or decrease the external; temperatu;, c
•	 Increase or decrease the artificial gravity on the
system
•	 Increase or decrease the hard particle radiation
•	 Increase or decrease the shadowing
o Clear immediate surroundings from gaseous
contaminants
s Reduce pla&xia, ion c, or electron flux density
• Reduce magnitude of shock, vibration, and/or
acceleration
• Change or remove ground connections
• Utilize emergency coolant for localized tempera-
ture control
•
	
Replace failed or degraded component creating the 110
stress
•
	
Remove source of stress
•
	 Increase stress elsewhere to trade possible reduc-
tion in reliability for preventing a sure failure
•
	 Lubricate mechanical parts
•	 Change chemical solution proportions
e)	 To Redundancy:
•	 Provide high current pulses to clear a thermal
element and permit a redundant equipment
•
	 Provide selectable usage for diagnostic capability
•
	 Provide incremental spares
The study of this list indicated that a number of controls would be required JR,
to implement the remedy after failure detection and identification had been
accompli ,shed.	 These controls could be onboard automatic devices or
ground command capabilities.
	 A review of existing satellite designs
revealed a significant command capability already in use which could exer-
cise many of the listed remedial actions.	 For example, those satellites
having active attitude control possess the capability of changing the solar
array,'s exposure to the sun.
	 This can implement many of the suggested
actions listed in group i.
	 Most satellites possess some degree of capa-
bility for turnin g equipment loads on and off.
	 The combination of these
two controls can implement several other suggested remedies, e. 9.
JJ
changes in thermal conditions.	 The primary obstacle to using these
methods for SRAP was identified as reaction time.
	 In order to detect a
potential failure and then take a positive corrective action to prevent the
failure from occurring, required very fast response.
	 Even for the case
where a single failed part (redundancy) could be permitted, fast response
is essential to preventing a chain rea. ,-,tion resulting in multiple failures.
4.5 SUMMARY
Most components, and therefore circuit failures which are cata-
strophic, manifest the failure mechanism during a very short time period,
4-14
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in the order of milliseconds or less. It is believed that detectable changes
are exhibited prior to the actual failure sequence, but prediction from
monitored parameters appears to require a custom relationship for each
individual piece of equipment. The thermal profile technique of monitoring
a circuit may provide the only generalized method of identifying circuit
deterioration prior to the catastrophic sequence. The extremely short
time available during the failure sequence is not sufficient to permit detec-
tors and electronic circuits to react to prevent the failure occurrence.
For this reason, other devices and techniques were investigated to find a
method for delaying or increaong the failure sequence time period to pro-
vide an adequate reaction time for the main SRAP circuits. Devices such
as current limiters, circuit breakers, or re-setable fuses appear to be
the only practical means for accomplishing this task. A new device called
a "solid-state recoverable fuse" was reported in NASA Technical Brief
No. 66-14691.
The reported characteristics of this device provided encouragement
~	 that it may satisfy the need for expanding the failure time and protect the
evipment i;z the interim. This device is in the R&D ;stage. Available
results from the experimentation and tests indicate a flexibility in choosing
the design constraints so that certain characteristics can be accentuated
while others are subdued, It is possible that a family of similar devices
will evolve from this R&D program. The results may permit higher reli-
ability power systems to be designed with and without SRAP circuitry,
The results of the failure modes analyses and the investigation into
possible methods of implementing the SRAP concept has established that
hardware state-of-the-art is not sufficiently advanced to permit an
increase in power system, reliability when full application of SRAP is con-
3idered. It appears that a partial application of the concept to some power
systems can improve their reliability. Certainly, more reliable circuit
designs and improved application of redundancy principles are possible as
a result of the failure-mode analyses accomplished during this study. The
state-of-the-art hardware limitations which prevented the true application
of the SRAP concept should be investigated further. These investigations
should result in a program for developing fast reaction protection devices
445
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which can provide the necessary reaction time for proper failure identifi-
cation, and initiation of remedial actions. The results of such a program
would then provide the means for implementing self regulating and protect-
ing power systems possessing a significant increase in reliability. 	 . .
ti
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APPENDIX A
ELECTRIC POWER SYSTEM OPTIMIZATION METHOD (EPSOM)
'USER IS MANUAL
AAW
I. Description of EPSOM Computer Program
The basic capability of the EPSOM program allows up to Z4 space -
craft power systems to be synthesized and evaluated using as primary
input the mission load requirements. (The program generates two times
the number of load requirements or ZO configurations, whichever is
smaller).
The program has the additional capabilities of selecting a voltage
for the distribution bus within the spacecraft, calculating the overall
efficiency and weight of a configuration using empirical data for the,
efficiency and weight of each functional block, and sizing a battery for use
with a specific configuration and bus voltage.
Evaluation of a user-generated configuration can be handled by the
program along with battery sizing (if desired). This is the Evaluation-
Only mode.
Functional Blocks
There are six types of functional, blocks used by the program to
generate power systems configurations:
Function	 Symbol
. Transformer - rectifier (TR) unit
	 Ii
2. Inverter	 G
3. DC switching regulator	 D
4. AC regulator	 E
5. DC di,i, sipative regulator 	 F
6. Converter	 i
These 6 functional blocks may be combined into i$ power core iitiorxing
elements which provide 4 ways for deriving a single ac output voltage from
C
x
g
The TR unit converts an ac input into one or more do outputs. The
inverter requires a do input and provides one or more ac outputs. The
ac outputs can have any one desired switching frequency and be single or
multiple phase.
The three regulators shown provide regulated outputs, but differ in
function. The regulator represented by the symbol "D" is a do pulse-width
modulated type input-line regulator.
An ac line regulator is represented by the symbol "E'' and it has an
ac input and output. This can be a pulse 
-width modulated type, or it can
use saturated magnetics.
The third regulator is a do regulator, series or shunt disoipative
type, and is represented by the symbol "F'".
The last functional block is a converter. This unit is represented
by the symbol "J", requires a do input, and provides one or more do
outputs.
These "building blocks" represent functions rather than physical
equipment.
Two of these functions, the D and J, have multiple sets of parametric
data developed during the Phase 1. study which can be used during an eval-
uation. The alternate sets of data can be used for evaluation of a user-
generated configuration by using the following symbols; DS, DP, JP, and
JR. These are made available only for the evaluation of user generated
configurations whose design includes their usage. Configurations synthe-
sized by the program will not use these variations on the more efficient
D and J functions.
IA five-character field is used to describe a functional block. It has
the following format:
o 2 00
frequency
Indicator
unique
identification
functional
block symbol
1. The first two characters describe the functional block.
If the symbol is one character, fill out the two-char-
acter field with either an alphabetic 0 or a zero.Caution: Either 0 or 0 is acceptable as the fill char-
acter, ,:gut be consistent... do not mix the two in a
specific configuration. It will cause totally erroneous
results c-luring evaluation.
DAI
2. The third character in the five-character field is
numeric. When more than one of a single type of
functional block occurs in a configuration, the pro-
gram distinguishes between them by this character.
This could be considered analogous to subscript nota-
tion.,,. e. g. , D, D2, Jr', J7. It is only necessary
to distinguish betlween like unctions... e. g. , DO100,
G0100 9 J0100, F0100 are all allowed.
3. The last two characters must be numbers, and they
point to an entry in the frequency table. A manually
generated configuration can use Of to -09 but there
must be a corresponding entry in the frequency table.
The notation GO102, for example, indicates that the
functional block operates at the frequency specified in
the second position of the frequency table. (see over-
ride option for further information). If a function is
to operate at 400 cps, it is not necessary to enter aAnn---- ,...,4-« s:.. 4-U- ,._.......;a. 4--l-l-	 T--4._..^
B. Override Option
The evaluation of a power system requires that an operating fre-
quency be associated with each functional }dock except "F". This is done
automatically by the program if a synthesis is requested.
When operating in tho synthesis mode, the frequencies for functional
blocks are' determined by the program from the equipment interconnections,
ac load frequencies, and any overrides. For the purposes of assignment,
the functional blocks feeding do loads are assumed to operate at 400 cps.
Overrides are used to change this default 400-cps .frequency assignment
to a frequency specified by the user. The program will make unique
entries of all system operating frequencies into the frequency table. The
notation (described in Section II-A) for each functional block generated
by the program points to the entry in the frequency table to be used as
operating frequency.
In the synthesis and evaluation mode, if the user makes use of the
override capabilities, the program will construct two tables from the infor-
mation he provides. The first is a frequency table which contains the over-
ride frequencies. The second table has 50 entries corresponding to a
maximum of 50 load ;requirements (e. g. , the 9th
 entry corresponds to the
9th load requirement). An example of how these tables might be set up
by the program follows::
Frequency Table	 Override Table
1. 600.0 cps 1. 0
r
2. 250. 0 cps 2. 2
3. 1000. 0 cps 3. 3
i
i
• 4. 0
8. 5 1 ,
`	 9. 2
10. 7 3
h;t
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Frequency Table	 Override Table
i
6 0 .	 49.	 1
50.
	 0
R
The tables indicate, for example, that load requirement 49
}
(49th entry in the override table) is associated with a frequency of 600 cps
(first entry in the frequency table). Ij
Typical card set-up which would generate the above table would be`
}}u
k
i 600.0	 05	 49	 Refer to Section E
250.0	 02	 06	 data deck description,for exact format.
1000.0
	 07	 03
During synthesis, the program checks for overrides on all do load
! requirements when assigning functional block operating frequencies. 	 AC
loads are not checked, since their frequencies are entered as load require-
ment information.
When the program is operating in the Evaluation-Only mode, the user ^JJt
is responsible for setting the necessary inter relationsi ip up correctly.
	 In
order to do this, the user should proceed as follows:
a; 1.	 Determine the operating frequency for each functional block
i in the system.
I
2	 Make a list of the unique frequencies in the ,system.
't 3	 Determine the 5 character notation to be used for eachfunctional block, set up to point to a frequency in the
r
list from the above ste i.	 An	 functional block o e,rat-T.:
	
y	 p
i ing at 400 cps may have a 00 frequency pointer indicat-
ing default 400 cps operation.
{
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DC, Override
1000 cps
AC 1000 cps
DC No
-- Override
AO 45o cps
AC 600 cps
DC No
Override
4. Convert the list from step 2 into override cards.
There really is nothing being overridden when the
override concept is used with an Evaluation
-only
 run;however, we are making use of the frequency table
set up by this program option.
5. Set up the data cards describing the user's configura-
tion making use of the notation determined in step 3on the preceding page.
EXMple:
a. H i -	 1000 cps
b. G2 - 1000 cps
2. List unique frequencies .. .
1. 1006 cps
2. 450 cps
3. 600 cps
4. 400 cps
3. Determine functional block notation ...
a.	 H i 	- H010
b.	 G 2 	- G0201
C '
	E 2 	- E0201
d.	 H 2 - H0202
e.	 E 1 	- E0102
f.	 G 1 	- G0102
g	 G3	 - G0303
h.	 D 1
	
- D0100
i.	 J^	 - 00100
The last two digits in each of these codes point to
'	 the correct operating frequency in the list in step 2.
Note that D1 and J 
	
have 00 as a pointer.	 This auto-
matically indicates operation at default 400 cps and
alleviates making a 400-cps entry in the frequency
table.
4.	 Referring; to the description of the format for over-
ride cards (Section E of Data Deck Set-up), cards
are set up to generate the frequency table identical
to the above list (except for the 400-cps entry).
CC1 CC20 - CC75
1st card 1.000. 0 (not used)
2nd card 450.0 (not used)
3rd card 600.0 (not used)
These cards must be in this order since the functional
Owl
block notation was set up with this ordering as a basis.
t
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S. Describe the configuration on cards as explained in
. data deck description section
G. Restriction Flag Option
This flag option allows the program to take into account several
additional constraints possibly imposed by a particular mission. The
classes and constraints are as follows:
Note: These flags must be integsrs.
1. 0 < flag value < 9 - Any do load requirement with a
restriction flag in this group will not be selected as
distribution bus voltage. This flag value is disregarded
when associated with an ac load because an ac load is
not an acceptable source bus voltage.
2. 10 s flags 14 - All loads with identical flags in this
same range are to be satisfied from the same functional
block if possible. For example, if three do loads had a
flag equal to 12, they would be grouped together during
synthesis. Any loads with an 1 i flag would be grouped
together but they would have no relation to the group
classed 12.	 F
Restrictions - Any load with a flag in this range must
have at least one mate. That is, a flag in this class
cannot be used only once. Usage of this class of flags
does not preclude some other loads being satisfied from
the same functional block:
3. 15 s flags 20 - All Loads with identical flags in this
range will be treated exactly as if it were a group 2
flag except no other load will be satisfied from the
functional, block to which this flag group is connected.
Restrictions similar to group 2 apply to this group.
f
Lc ad Requirement Information
ac (for each load requirement)
I . Nominal voltage (v)
2. Voltage regulation (symmetrical,... e.g. :h 2 percent
3. Power (W)
4. Impedance (ohms, (Z = V2/"W')
5. Duty cycle (percent of time on) (for reference purposes only)
6. Frequencies (cps)
7. Frequency regulation (symmetrical... , percent)
8. Phase (1, 2, 3)
9. '!?ower factor (0 s 1)
10. Restriction flag (sec Section II-C)
do (for each load requirement)
i. 1",Tominal voltage
2. Voltage regulation (symmetrical)
3. Impedance
`	 4. Duty cycle
5. Voltage ripple* (symmetrical)
6. Restriction flag
i
Override Information
. Frequency (cps)	 i
2. Load requirement for each frequency
	 j
i
Battex,- y Sizing Information
x	 1. Battery life in cycles
2. Charge temperature (°F)
3 Discharge temperature (°F)
4.. A-H efficiency of battery (percent)
5. Dark veriod (hr)
14.
watt z",
W,ts
70 'ti+f ;l—,s
?9. Wsw.'f+Q
f	 ii
i
E. Evaluation M Only
The evaluation package in the EPSON computer program will calcu-
late efficiency and weight parameters for a power system configuration,
providing the input conforms to that outlined in the program documentation.
Specifically, the program will return the system output power, total con-
figuration input power required from energy sources, a weight and effi-
ciency figure for each functional block in the configuration, and the total,
system weight and efficiency.
Since the parametric data for weight and efficiency is non-linear,
the total power output from each functional black must be known before
determining the efficiency and weight for that block.
V	 U	 __ e
For example, in the diagram above, the program would determine
the output power for E 1
 by noting which loads were attached to it. Knowing
the output power of E 11 the efficiency anO weight can be calculated from
empirical data by the program. Now the program can determine the power
input to E 1 by dividing the output power by the efficiency. T'his ' b-asic pro-
cess is repeated to determine the power input to E 2. The program notes
that there are no more connections at point A and hence' . G output power is
and E 2 input ` ' powers.
	
the sum of E i 
	
t ,:
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SThe program continues backward in the tree structure by calculating
G i efficiency and weight from its output power. Since 0  comprises the
total load on DI, the program can determine the input power to A i . The
program notes that additional power is drawn by the system since there is
another connection at point E.
Repetitively, the program returns to the right end of the tree struc-
ture to calculate the power at point G, then at point D where the additional
32 watts shown are added in and subsequently the efficiency and weight of
G 2 can be determined.
The total configuration input power is now known. The overall con-
figuration efficiency is determined by evaluating P OUT /PIN. Configuration
weight is the sum of functional block weights.
These parameters are then used by subsequent portions of the pro-
gram to size a battery and determine solar array weight and power.
f^
EXPLANATION OF DATA DECK SET-UP
A. Program Control Card (I card) (See Figures A-1 and A..2)
Format
1. Synthesis Run
CCI
	 CC15*
I
SYNTHESIS
	 No
2. Evaluation Only Run
`	 CCI	 CCI5
EVALUATION	 No
The alphameric field beginning in card column 1 is used to specify the
node in which the program is to operate.
Synthesis: Causes up to 20 configurations satisfying the
mission loads to be generated and subsequently
evaluated.
Evaluation: Does an evaluation on each of the config-
urations entered by means of the data deck.
(See Section J)
The second field, beginning in CC15i
 allows suppression of the Single-
Output Element Matrix generated during synthesis. Leaving this field
blank will cause the program to print out the matrix. Coding an. alphameric
No will cause suppression. This field is ignored in the evaluation mode.
B. Load Requirement and Override Control Card (I card)
Format (Independent of Program Mode)
t
4
1
i. The first field beginning in CCi is numeric and
4 columns wide. This figure indicates the number
of load requirements to follow in the data deck,
(See Section D)
This number must appear right- justified in the 4 digit field,
Maximum number is S0.
2. The second field is also numeric and begins in CC 10.
This two digit field specifies the number of override
frequencies following in the data deck. If there are
none the field should be 00 or blank. (See Section E)
3. The third field is alphameric and begins in CC20.
Coding the word ALL in. the field (3 columns) causes
all do load requirements to be overridden with the
frequency appearing in the fourth field. The "ALL"
option cannot be used in the same data deck with over-
ride cards. That is, if ALL is coded in this field the
override count (see B-2) must be 00.
Do not use this option in the evaluation only mode. Make entries in the
override table by using override cards rather than the "ALL" option.
4. The fourth field is numeric (the decimal should be
included), begins in CC30, and ,extends 15 columns.
The number coded in this field will be the frequency(cycles / sec) used in as soc iation with the option
described briefly in the previous paragraph. This
field is ignored if ALL is not coded in the field
described in item 3 above. (For further explanation
of items 3 and 4, refer to the portion of the program
description discussing the override option. )
C. Energy Source Characteristics (2 cards)
Format	 NOTE: Both of these cards must be
blank in CC i.
CC 2
(Card )
	 $aOURCE
(Card 2)	 5RIRPl',	 SVREG 	 $
1. Card I is an identifying header card and should be
coded just as indicated above. This card must start
in card column 2. j.
2. Card 2 contains the data describing the source. It also
must begin in CC 2. The alphameric fields must be
spelled just as shown and followed by an equal sign.
r. i
A- 13 ?'
,a
161`''°.a
r
c	 ^^
^r
Jr,
The two blank fields shown in the format above will
contain the source ripple in percent and the source
voltage regulation in percent, respectively. These
two fields must not contain special characters. They
may be as long as necessary but do not extend over
one card.
Example ..
CC2
(Card 2) SRIRPL = 0. 5, SVREG = 17. 5$
k	 t
Source	 Source
ripple
	
voltage
in percent	 regulation
in percent
D. Load Requirements (5-6 cards)
NOTE: The ordering of this deck may be important.(Refer to Section B, first paragraph, and Section J)
Each load requirement for a mission will be described in either an ac or
a do form (see load requirement load sheets at the end of Appendix A)
of the load requirement case described below.
1. ac Case (6 cards) NOTE: All six of these cards
must start in CC2 and
be blank in CC i.
Format
f
r
CC2
(Card 1) $INDATA
x
"	 (Card 2) KTYPE = 1, KRSTRC
(Card 3) $A.CDA A
(Card 4) VOLNOM =	 VOLREG =	 POWER =	 ,
(Card 5) OHMS=	 DCYC =
	
FREQ =	 ,
I
(Card 6) FRREQ
	
PHASE =	 POWFAC
a. Card i is an identifying header card and should be
coded just as indicated above. This card must
start in column 2.
b. Card 2 must be coded just as written above except
for the numeric integer field after KRSTRC = which
mush be filled with an integer that reflects any
	
.
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restrictions (see Section II-c, Restriction Flag Option)
associated with this load. Setting KTYPE equal to 1
denotes that this is an ac load requirement.
C. Card 3 is an identifying header card and should be
coded just as indicated above. This card must
start in column 2.
d. Cards 4, 5, and 6 contain the numeric information
describing the specific load requirements. The
values for the following variables should be coded
into their respective fields.
Example
VOLNOM - nominal (center of voltage VOLNOM = 460. 2,
regulation range) voltage (V)
Card 4 VOEREG - voltage reguiati'on , VOLREG = 0. 8,(symmetrical only)(percent)
POWER	 - real power drawn by the , POWER = 5. 6 21
load in watts
OHMS	 - impedance ( ohms) OHMS = 0. 9 2,(nominally V 2 /P)
Card 5
DCYC	 - duty cycle (percent) , DCYC 100,'
L FREQ	 - frequency (cps) , FREQ	 = 400,
FRREG
	
- frequency regulation FRREG = 2. 5,(percent)
Card 6 PHASE
	
- phase of load, numeric , PHASE = 2
OA =1 OB =20C =3
POWFAC - power factor of load , POWFAC = 0. 9$
NOTE: If the keypunch form included as an example is used, the
spelling and punctuation required on these cards_ will be
automatically taken care of.
,I
r
(Card 4) VOLNOM =	 , VOLREG =	 POWER
(Card 5) OHMS =^
	 ,DCYC =	 VOLRIP=	 $
a. Card 1 is identical to the card described in para-
graph D-1-a.
b. Refer to paragraph D-1-b. Setting KTYPE equal
to 0 denotes that this is a do load requirement.
C * Card 3 is identical in function to the card described
in D- i -c .
d. The three variables on card 4... VOLNOM,
VOLREG, and POWER, and the first two on
card 5... OHMS and DCYC are used in the same
manner as their twins in the ac case. Refer to
paragraph D-1-d. The last variable on card 5
is the voltage ripple...
f
F
li
The frequency card allows specifying the override
frequency (include the decimal point) in a 15-column
field beginning in CC1. The remainder of the card
allows up to 11 Load requirements to be as sociated(overridden) with tl frequency ofthis case. There
are i i two-digit fields available in the card beginning
in every 5th card column from CC20 onward. Both
digits must be punched. Not all fields must be used
since blank fields are ignored. No more than 10 over-
ride cases may be entered.
4
f
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Example
VOLRIP - voltage ripple (percent) 	 , VOLRIP = i. 5$
E. Override Cards
(refer to program description paragraph II-B-2 for an explanation
of purpose)
Format
CCi	 CC20	 CC 25	 CC30	 CC65	 CC70	 CC75
650.0	 05	 09	 11
NOTE: An override caseis composed of a frequency card (above)
and as many continuation cards (described below) as are
necessary,
C 2. Continuation Card
This card allows more room to specify further load
requirements to be associated with the first frequency.
Its format is the same as the frequency card except
the field CCi - CC15 is ignored. Every card behind
which follows a continuation card must have a non-
blank character in CC75.
Example of a possible override case set-up...
CC1 CC20... CC30... CCf45... CC60...
	 CC75
650. 0 02	 05
09	 14	 (blank)
NOTE: Ac many continuation cards as necessary can be used, the
last of which must be blank in CC75.
F. Battery Sizing Control (1 card)
Format
C C-i	 CC i i
No	 28.0
i. The field beginning in CCi allows suppression of a
battery sizing for all configurations in a particular
run, whether in the synthesis or the Evaluation -Only
mode. Anything other than NO causes battery siz-
ing to be done.
^t
rJ,.
Format
CC2
(Card 1) $BATLST
(Card 2) SRLIFE =	 TMPDCH =	 , TMPCHR =	 ,
EFFCs,T =	 DKPERD -	 X?RPERD =
1. Card 1 is an identifying header card and should be codedjust as indicated above. This card must start in card
column 2.
2. All fields left blank on card 2 above,
 are strictly numeric
and have the following significance:
SRLIFE - life of the battery in charge-discharge cycles.
T'VrPDCH - discharge temperature (0F).
TMP CHR - charge temperature (0F).
EFFCY - efficiency of battery (amp-hr)
DKPERD - dark period of orbit (hr)
BRPERD - light period of orbit (hr)
Example . . .
CC2
(Card i) $BATLST
(Curd 2) SRLIFE=460, TMPDCH=50, TMPCHR=78, EFFCY=78,
DKPERD= 1. 152, BRPERD= 22. 848$
**Note: If battery is suppressed (refer to * paragraph F-1), these
two cards must be omitted.
H. Configuration Control Card ( i card)
Format
r^
J. Configuration Description Cards.
There will be the same number of cards for each configuration as
there are load requirements ahead in the data deck (refer to Section D'
Load Requirements). This is so because one card is required to describe!
the functional blocks needed to satisfy a given load requirement.
Format
CCi CC4	 CCi 1	 CC18 CC25 CC32.. .
06
	 C0000	 DO101
14
	 C0000
	 DO 200	 G0102 HO102
In effect, each card traces out the path from the input bus to the out- 	 i
put for each load. There is a maximum of 10 functions to satisfy a given
load.
The first field begins in CCi and is two digits long. It indicates which
..	 load requirement this path will satisfy. ** Each path must at least contain
	
♦
00000 in the second field and may be blank in the remaining fields. There
	 {^
c
must be no blank fields separating functional blocks on a card. There must
	
M1;
b,be exactly one card per load requirement. The ordering of these cards is
unimportant.
	 it
The functional block fields begin in CC4 and every seventh column
from there (ii, 18, 25, 32, 39, 46, 53, 60, 67). 3
Each functional block field is five characters long (refer to program
description for an explanation of the coding).
s
i
ope r, 	 ,}
I`	 The two-digit number beginning each card corresponds to the order in
which the load requirement was entered in the data deck. That is to say,
	 x
the card beginning with 11 14 1 ' references the 14th load requirement entered
in the input deck. Needless to say, changing the ordering of the load
requirement deck will cause a, different load to be associated with the
specified path.
A-19
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Figure A-L Data Deck Setup for Evaluation Run
irrrn
$INDATA`1 NAMELIST HEADER CD.
REL
KTYPE =
.
O , KTYPE MUST BE ZERO = > DCDATA FOLLOWS
NOTE:
	 These two variables must not
contain decimals.
KRSTRC _ SPECIAL RESTRICTIONS
GD
NAMELIST HEADER CD.O $DCDATAGD
NOMINAL DC VOLTAGE IN VOLTSID V,OLNOM =
VOLREG = VOLTAGE REGULATION, PCT.
NOTE;	 Do not write t, it is understood.
P$bWER = , POWER IN WATTS
REL
OHMS=O , IMPEDANCE IN OHMS
DCYC = DUTY CYCLE IN PCT.
VOLRIP = S VOLTAGE RIPPLE IN PST.
REL
NOTE;	 The above variables should not
contain special characters in the
numeric fields.
1
^i
AC Load Requxemenl Load Sheet	 i5 ^ lYt
1
l^	 $SINDATA NAMELIST HEADER CARD
REL.
KTYPE = 1 KTYPE MUST BE ONE- w-ACDATA FOLLOWS
KRSTRC = NOTE;	 This variable must not containdecimals.
REL SPECIAL RESTRICTION FLAG
01	 $ACDATA NAMELIST HEADER CARD
REL
OVjbLNj0M = , Nominal DC Voltage in Volts
VOLREG = , Voltage Regulation, PCT.
P,OWER = Power in Watts
GE) NOTE; DO NOT WRITE 
OHMS= , IMPEDANCE IN OHMS
DCYC = , DUTY CYCLE IN PCT.
FREQ _ FREQUENCY IN CYCLES/SEC.
D
OFRREG = FREQUENCY REGULATION, PCT;
PHASE = PHASE
POWFAC = $ POWER FACTOR
REL
NOTE:	 The above variables should not
contain special character in the
numeric fields.
w
APPENDIX B
TRANSFER FUNCTION EQUA'T'IONS
The transfer function equations are used in generating th n  Single
Output Element Binary Matrix. Their purpose is to determine if a
specific power conditioning function is capable of satisfying the output
characteristics of a load requirement when its input electrical character-
istics are known. Because there are only 18 elements to be considered,
transfer functions for each of the 18 were calculated manually and put
into the computer program storage. Table B- i presents these 18 sets of
transfer function equations. The first column provides the percent volt-
age regulation at the element output when the percent vol •age regulation
of the bus is 'known. Similarly, the second column provides the percent
voltage ripple at the element output knowing the percent ripple at the bus
input. The second term of the voltage ripple equations is the result of
ripple created by the switching circuits within the functional element,
reflected to the output. The third column provides for the percent current
ripple at the input terminals created by the internal switching circuits.
The percen' urrent ripple produced by the functional element is com-
pared to the permissible level specified for the bus to determine the
element configuration acceptability.
When ;,sing the transfer function equations to complete the binary
matrix, an acceptable comparison must be obtained for all three equations
in order to accept that functional element for the matrix. If a "no" is
received on either of the first two equation tests, the selection is entered
as 11011 in the binary matrix, and the next functional element is checked.
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